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Don’t Shoot!

until you are sure whether it’s a man—or a deer.

ALWAYS SHOOT ailM litiO D marked 11. M. C,
U, M . C . Prim ers are Sure.

repeat. They don’t jam. catch, or fail to extract. In a
word, they are the only reliable repeaters., Winchester
rifles are made in all desirable calibers, weights, and
styles ; and are plain, partially or elaborately ornamented,
suiting every purpose, every pocketbook, and every taste.

U. M. C. Soft Point
Bullets Always
Mushroom.

^W inchester .Am m unition

Union Metallic Cartridge Co.

is made for all kinds' of shooting in all kinds of guns.
rp crr
1

Agency^ 313 Broadway N . Y - Fa.ctory-Bridgeport,Ct

Send Nam e and Address on a Postal
for our 164-Page Illustrated Catalogue.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn.
R A N G E L E Y L A K E HOUSE— I 9 OO.

H O T E L S

A N D

C A M P S j H O T E L S

C A M P S
Since the close o f the season o f 1899 fifty new rooms, en suite with bath

At W il s o n ’s M i l l s , M e .
Aziscohos House. $L50 day. $7 to $10 week.
Licensed guides furnisheci. F r e d F l i n t , P r’r.

N ew Y ork Ci t y .
Ashland House
Corner 4th Avenue and ‘24th street.

A N D

Am eri

can and European plans.
Rooms, per day, ^1.00 and upwards.
On Ra n g e l e y L a k e .
Mingo Spring Camps.
Located on Mingo Point, Rangeley Lake
Best of salmon and trout fishing; cosy cot
tages: open tires; the famous Mingo Spring
water; pine and balsam groves. Everything
for the comfort and convenience of Sportsmen
and summer hoarders. Send for circular.
Ch a s . K. Be l c h e r . Rangeley, Me.
Ra n g e l e y La k e s .
Camp Bemis and Birches
BemLs, terminus of Rumford Falls & Rangeley Lakes R. R. Two trains daily. Steamers
connect to all points on the lakes. Birches
is six miles distant on Student's Island. Cosy
log cabins, open tires at both places afford
comfortable homes for the summer for ladies
and gentlemen. Excellent fishing close'at
hand. Send for circular.
Ca p t . F. ('. B a r k e r , Prop’r, Bends, Me.
Via Ra n g e l e y or Be m is .
Mountain View' House.

Here is situated a hotel of rare attractive
ness in beautiful location for summer board
ers and at the same time in close proximity
to the best places for fishing on Rangeley
lake. Hunters in the season also find plenty
of deer, partridge and woodcock near the
hotel. The cuisine here is such as to hold
patrons year after year, the rooms are what
people from the cities like, large, well lighted
and pleasant. We serve vegetables, berries,
fish and game at appropriate times in the
year and the table is always supplied with
excellent fresh milk and cream. Pure water
runs to the house from a spring above. This
is a particularly good place for safe and
pleasant boating and the drives and walks
are unsurpassed. Croquet.and lawn tennis
grounds adjoin the house. Write for a free
circular to
L. E. Bo w l e y . Mountain View House,
Mountain View, Rangeley Lakes, Me.

V ia B in g h a m .
Carry Pond Camps,
13$ miles above Bingham, terminus of Som
erset R. R., are the Carry Pond Camps, which
will be opened May 1st., 1900. Those seeking
a fishing trip can have tneir sport at this re
sort. Twelve thousand trout caught in season
of 1899, not including a large number that
were returned to the water. New cabins were
built last season. New boats and other im
provements will he made in the early spring.
Backboard road only 3$ miles. Semi for cirittlar. H e n r y ,J. L a n k , Prop., Bingham. Me.
On P h i l l i p s & Ra n g e l e y r . r .
Redington House,
One minute's walk from station on P. & R
R. R- The best of pond and stream fishing in
close proximity to house. Deer, fox, wood
cock or partridge shooting unexcelled any
where. Address
M r s . W. H. H a r r is o n , Prop’r,
Redington, Maine.

For H EALTH , REST, or PLEASURE,

have been added to the hotel.

THE R A N G E LE Y LAKES are unsurpassed.

dining room and kitchen making them more than twice their former siz*:
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Buy your tickets via the Rumford Falls Line.
W rite for one of our pocket maps of the Rangeley Lakes.
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Kineo, Maine.
Via R a n g e l e y .
Dead River House on the line of P. & R. R. R. ' Kennebago,Lake House, on the shore of KenGood stream fishing near house. Deer and j nebago lake. The best fly fishing in the
partridge shooting. Registered guides fur
country every day in the year. High altitude.
nished. For terms address
No hay lever. Pure water. Game in abunGt'sx J o h n s o n ,
Box 103.
Rangeley, Me.
! dance.
Ric h a r d s o n B r o s ., Proprietors.
Via EcsTrs,
King and Bartlett.

I n D e a d R iv e r R e g i o n .

Spring Water and Rangeley as a hay fever resort to

JO H N B. M A R B L E ,

R A ILW A Y,

J

W r i t e to th e

Maine Woods
Information
Bureau,

E V E R Y SPO RTSM AN
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m
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At F a r m in g t o n .
Stoddard House.
Most central location. Competent licensed
guides are furnished from the Stoddard
House to fishing parties.
W i l l H. M c D o n a l d , Prop’r.
Ja c k m a n , M a i n e .
Attean Camps
Sixty-five miles of the famous Moose river
and numerous back ponds where the sports
man can find game both large and small.
Deer, moose and other game. Excellent ac-.
connnodations. .Railroad station within one
half mile of camps.
Su l l i v a n N e w t o n , P rop ’
Jackman Me.
A t F a r m in g t o n .
Hotel W illow s. Pleasantly located for hunt
ing and fishing parties. Guides furnished at
short notice. Delightful scenery and drives.
Clean Camps.I Good beds. Inquire of
C. A. M a h o n e y , Prop’r,
Co n v e n ie n t f r o m r a n g e l e y .
Camp Among Clouds.
Excellent hunting
and fishing. Good accommodations. Take
ook. I _
C. H. Neal, Rangeley, Me.
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AND RETREATS FOR FISHERMEN
IN MAINE ARE T H E .....................

— REACHED

Via. SANDY R IV E R , P H IL L IP S & R A N G E L E Y ,
F R A N K L IN & M E C A N T IC RAILROADS.
Parlor Car service direct from Boston to Farm ington and return.
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I

W r i t e f o r n e w 1 90 0 b o o k l e t o f i n f o r m a t i o n , w i t h
m a p , t o ................
F. N. B E A L , Phillips, M e.
F L E T C F E R POPE, Redington, M e.
Supt. S. R. R. R.
Ger». Man’ g ’ r. P. & R. R. R.
Ci. M .VO SE, Kingfield, Me., Supt. F. & fl. R y.
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LAK k M e g a n t ic , Q u r .
Frank M urray’s Lake House, on the lake shore,
a short drive from the club bouse on the Spi
der, offers All modern inducements tp the
sporting public. Messenger service for re
ceipt ana dispatch of telegrams, messages,
etc. Electric lights and telephones, first-class
cuisine and accommodation. The Lake
House boat, run solely for the convenience
of Club House guests, is available at any hour.
Tdams meet all trains, baggage accommoda
tion on boat and teams; passengers prefer
ring the road route provided with carriages,
double or single. Sporting parties, going or
returning, will be wise in making Murray’s
Lake house their temporary headquarters.

Rangeley Lake House,

i

Phillips, Waine,

$

We have 50,nun acres of land which contains
some of the best fishing and hunting territory
to be found in the state. Deer and oilier
game in abundance. Headquarters for par
ties making camping trips to different
points. Just the place to come it you want
to get a deer. Address H a r k y M . P ie r c e ,
Eustis, Me. Boston correspondent,
F. H. Loth h o p , 72 Rutland St.

W rite for descriptive circular relative to the Hotel, the R angele1?

At R a n g e l e y L a k e s .
Bald Mountain Camps.
Accommodations for forty people. The
famous Middle Grounds, are within a stone’s for points about where to go for fish
throw of these camps; Shark Grounds, Stony ing, hunting, boating or any kind ot
Batter, good fly fishing. Little Mud Pond, Big
Send
Mud Pond, Kennebago River, all within easy outing you want in M aine.
distances. Steamers pass the tiie camps daily,
stamps for circulars of hotels, camps,
terms satisfactory.
E. B. W h o r f f , Haines Landing, Me.
railroads, steamboat lines, etc.

*

Via Ra n g e l e y .
The Seven Ponds.

i

grounds.

At J a c k m a n .
R. C. B RAD FO RD , Traffic Manager, Portland, Me.
^
Heald Pond Camps, Jackman, Maine, Fred ! £
Henderson, Proprietor. Fine lake find brook I
fishing, not only in the spring but every day
during the entire season. “All the'trout you !
want to catch.”
Comfortable, separate
cabins with good spring beds.
Excellent j H O T E L S
A N D
C A M P S . H O T E L S
A N D
C A M P S .
table and beautiful location, 2700 feet above. I
the sea. Large and small game in abundance.
E u stis M e .
Send for circular.
On M o o h e l o o k m e g u n t ic L a k e .
Tim Pond Camps.
In the Dead River region. Trout rise to the
Mooselookmeguntic House,
M il o , M e ., V. <>.
fly . very day in the season.
Game Plenty,
Nollesemic House, on Mpllesemio lake, 5 miles I situated in the heart of the best fishing li>00feet.above the sea level. Send for circu! district of the Rango'ey lakes. The hotel is 1ir.
J
u
l
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n
K,
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s
, Eustis. Me,
from the railroad at Millinoket. Reached by I 2.000 feet above sea level and bay fever is
canoe or buckboard. One of the best regions ' guaranteed to be absolutely unknown,
V ia R a n g e l e y .
in the state lor hunting.
Pickerel and perch i Address, from November until May, T iieo
j L. P a g e , Proprietor Senate Cafe, Washington, York’s Camps at Loon Lake, within live miles
at the door, while the trout can’t be beaten. D. C. After May 1, Haines’ Landing, Me.
of Rangeley village. There are ten ponds
Camps newly furnished. Pure spring water.
within two miles.
Partridges, deer and
V ia Ca r r a b a s s e t t .
W.M. L. H o b b s , Prop’r., Milo, Me.
moose in abuiAlanee.
Hunting unexcelled.
i Mt. Bigelow House
M o o se : h e a d L a k e .
In the Dead River valley, seven miles from Camps neat and each party has a camp by
Carrabassett station on the F. A M. railroad. itself. Ttiose planning a hunting trip
Mount Kineo House.
| A delightful resort for hunters, fishermen can find ho better place than York’s Camps.
Send your address and receive a copy of ■ and those who want to spend the summer in
For particulars, address
■Picturesque Kin'eo,” which contains a full 1the green fields. Parties met at Carrabassett
I if desired. Good teams always in readiness
R. S. Y o r k , Prop’r,
description of this famous resort.
to let. L. W . P a r s o n s Ss Co .. Prop’rs.,
Rangeley, Maine.
Dead River, Me.
C. A. JUDKINS, Manager,

Hotel Blanchard.
Hunting, Fishing. J. S.
D c r r k l l , Proprietor, Stratton. Me.__________
At F l ag st a f f !
Lake House and Camp. Camp is reached from
hotel bv boat. Great hunting. Moose and
deer seen daily. S. C. D u r r e l l , Flagstaff. Me.
V ia Eu s t is .
Blakesley Camps. I have opened the camps
at Blakesley for business
and solicit the pat
sii
Fishing
is excellent
rronage
u r u t j i e of
ui
sportsmen
»p u ita u icii.
a la m n K
^
J here and big game signs are unlimited.
M rs . w . S. E m e r y , Eustis, Me.

These ponds' are situated twenty seven
miles from Rangeley and ¡ire reached by
buckboard to Kennebago lake, thence by
steamer across the lake and again by buckboard to our camps at Beaver Pond the cen
tre of the Seven Bonds region.
The new buckboard road is not new enough
to be dangerous, and constant work upon it
is rapidly reducing the number of deaths reiorted tb :us daily. From our, Camps upon
leaver porid excellent trails afford easy ac
cess to a number of ponds where splendid
trout fishing is an unfailing certainty and
the capture of an occasional fish quite a com
mon occurrence. No expense has been spared
in securing the grandest mountain and lake
scenery for the exclusive use of our guests,
for which no charge is made. Trout rise
freely to the fly during the entire season and
“tales” of 10-pounders are constantly heard
Happing in the guides’ quarters. Game of ¡ill
kinds is so abundant as to be a positive nui
sance and the following may be hunted in
the open season: Minges, Moose, Caribou.
Catamounts, Bears, Deer, “Draw-Poker,’
Hedgehogs. “Hearts,” House Flies, Part
ridges, Ducks, Drakes, “Seven up,” Weasles,
Wardens and other small game.
While Black flies and Mosquitoes are very
rare, tar ointment, is served at every meal
and is deservedly popular.
An excellent
table is kept, upon which more or less food is
served, most of which is consumed by our
guests without abusive language. Good beds
are not unknown; while every luxury to be
found in any modem hotel, may be called
for. Anything that a third-class camp trying
to pass itself off as a comfortable well kept
one, finds it necessary to promise, we do, to
any extent. We seek patronage from anyone
who desires to visit the real backwoods and
who is not afraid to take desperate chances.
Board and boats furnished at reasonable
rates. Guides furnished on application.
Parties wishing to visit this place will please
write in advance so that we can have camps
in readiness. The railroads will sell excur
sion tickets at reduced rates from Boston to
Rangeley.
Ask anyone about Beaver Pond Camps and
they don’t speak well of us, then address
is direct for any desired information.
Ed . G r a n t & Son , Beaver Pond, Me.

Great improvements have been made in the G o lf links, Groves and HoteX

Write for a copy o f the descriptive book, “ The Rumford
Falls Line and the Rangeley Lakes Resorts,” issued by the
Portland & Rumford Falls R ailw ay .
It contains half-tone cuts of every hotel and public camp on
the Rangeley Lakes, and is sent free to any address.
T he Rum ford Falls line is the only all rail, S T A N D A R D
G A U G E route direct to the heart o f the Rangeleys— and is
the only line running Through Cars from Portland to the
Lakes.
Excursion Tickets on sale during the season for all
Rangeley Lakes Points. Steamer connections at Bemis for
all parts of the Lakes.

PORTLAND

Additions have also been made to the mail.;
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Sportsman is allowed two deer if he

Greene’s Farm House and Cottages.

can shoot straight.

One of the most popular resorts of the Dead River region, plenty of brook trout fishing
near the house and three ponds on the faim stt eked with tr. ut and salmon. All kinds o!
game in near vicinity. Deer seen Dear the house. Several cottages well furnished and _
pleasently located furnish accommodations for guests. Cuisine equal to any hotel in Maine,
Elevation l(i0c feet. Hay tever unknown. Excellent teams connected with house.

The Old Man keens his Camps

*
open until *^

December 15.

I. W . G R E E N E , P r o p ’ r, C o p l i n , M e .

*
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Address, H aines’ Landing, M e .
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All Sportsmen consider that

E L L I S ’S LOTION
Is the best remedy for Sunburn,
Chilblains, Ivy Poison, Eczema,
Blackheads, Pimples and all
Scalp Diseases, hives, blisters,
burns and all insect bites. D e 
lightfully soothing after a shave.
Ask your druggist for a bottle.
MANUFACTURED ONLY 1BY

Taxiderm ists’ and Anglers’ Supplies
W e have opened our store at Rangeley, Me., and are prepared to supply you with the finest assortment of fishing tackle
at the lake.

NATT E LLIS.

-

-

Rangeley. He

A . J. H A L E Y ,
C o n ttrraaec t o r a n d B u i l d e r .

Years of experience
in the Rangeley Lake
region in the construc
S P L I T B A M B O O R O DS
tion of cabins, cottages
hotels,
which I
w e sell from 75 cents up and a free examination w ill convince ___________ and
you of their merit. W e have a choice line of Mounted Moose, take pleasure in referring to as the
Caribou and D eer Heads, Birds and Fish and can do the best best class of work that has been
Cam ps and
2f t w o rk on the same. W e have a full suply o f camera materials done in this region.
cabins a specialty. F o r further in
and a general assortment of novelties,
all a nd see us.
formation apply to
FRAZAR & CR1TCHLEY,
Rangeley He.
A . J. H a l e y ,
Rangeley, M e.

WHEN IN B O S T O N , STOP AT THE

M ERICAN
HOUSE
Hanover St., near Scollay Sq.
Hsarast of the large hotels to Union Station,
Steamers, business and amusement centres.
I . A R t i l N T R O O M S in the city for the
price (tl.00 per day and upward). Steam heat
and electric light m every room in the house,
j .50,000. has just been spent on the house, giving
patrons every modern improvement and conven
ience at moderate prices.
E U R O P E A N P L A N . The special breakfasts at 40 cent» and table d’hote dinner at oU
cents are famous.

C. A. JONES.

;

The only perfect wall trunks made.

CO Every way superior and 50 per cent

r a stronger than the best old-style trunks.
All grades and sizes for all purposes.
> Patented in England, Canada and
2 United States. Warranted 5 years.
THE NEW DEPARTURE TRUNK CO.,
78 Summer St., Boston.
C/5

TR U N K S | TH EM .
Send for catalogue.
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SPORTSMAN DEAD.
Angler and Contributor to the
Phonograph For Years.
News has been recently received of
the death of D. W. C. Farrington of
Lowell, who has been long known ir
Maine, as a man who has fished a large
number of the ponds and lakes for the
past twenty or thirty years.
Mr. Farrington has been an occasional
contributor to the P h o n o g r a p h for the
past few years and he has written many
interesting articles for our columns.
Mr. Farrington was at the Rangeley
Lake House the past summer with Mrs.
Farrington. A Lowell paper has the
follow ing about Mr. Farrington:
Dewitt C. Farrington, one of Low ell’s
oldest business men, a man of splendid
executive ability and a soldier died Fri
day morning at his late residence, 282
Andover street, at the advanced age of
75 years.
The deceased was born in Walden.
V t M April 1, 1825. He came to Lowell,
when quite a young man and soon after
wards engaged in the auctioneer busi
ness with Mr. Samuel C. Shapleigh on
Prescott street.
> Later he went into the auctioneer and
furniture business on his own account,
meeting with splendid success.
When
the war broke out Mr. Farrington deter
mined that it was his duty to take up
arms in defence of principles that he
thought were right.
He was at New Orleans with General
Butler and their campaign welded an
acquaintance and appreciation of each
other’ s worth that sprung up then and
later took root in business life.
A fter returning from the war, Mr.
Farrington and General Butler estab
lished the Bunting company and Mr.
Farrington took an active part in the
management of its affairs until the
property was sold to the present com
pany.
Mr. Farrington was also more or less
interested in the United States Car
tridge company. He was a shrewd bus
iness man and made a success of every
thing he took hold of.
He is survived by his wife and one
son, W illis Farrington, a well-known
local club man.

B U LLE T PROOF DUCKS.

PHONOGRAPH

MAINE WOODS VISITORS.

Furious Bombardment Continues Deer Huuters and Other Folks
For Two Hours.
[Special correspondence to the Phonograph]
L

oon

L

ak e

,

Oct. 8, 1900.

Wlio’ve Come.
Salmon Put In The Waters o f
Great Pond Region.

In this life there is always some wish
[Special correspondence to the PH O NO G R APH ]
ungratified—the unattainable is just
G r e a t P o n d , Oct. 6, 1900.
beyond—and the wish that comes mos^
Pleasure
seekers
in the Maine woods
to mind these days of October sunshine,
and forests clothed in all the beauty of cannot fail to appreciate the perfect
an Indian princess, is that one could weather of this first week of October,
photograph color.
Never were the but today’ s rain may make better hunt
mountains more beautiful, and if only ing by lessening the noise in the woods
H. L. Dollard of New York and his
the camera could reproduce color, here
one could soon make an album of beau friend, Mr. Barlpw, have recently re
turned home from their annual trip to
tiful outline and gorgeous coloring.
Deer and birds are plenty, and the Lakeview, Alligator lake. They visited
duck shooting better than ever before. Moosehead lake before coming here,
A flock of ducks in front of the camps and arrived a day sooner than they
afforded great fun for three sportsmen were expected. They remained nearly
and their guides who were on the lake,
and spectators on the shore. The bom four weeks.
Col. C. C. Burrill of Ellsworth, J. W.
bardment was furious for two hours,
and even John Ooljins said he never saw Tapley of Montreal, G. W. Crosby and
ducks require so much lead, but a post son, Cecil, of Aurora and Rev. A. B.
mortem examination of six revealed the
fact that they were no fool ducks, but Hyde, pastor of the Amherst Congrega
each one wore a bullet proof shirt and tional church spent a few days in Sep
finally died of exhaustion.
tember at Camp Pleasant. They had as
The camps have a jolly company of guides, F, A. Avery and Howard Lord.
successful hunters and guides. Judge The Colonel said they had a fine time,
H ill and wife and Frank King and wife
of Portland came to camp today to stay but they got.no deer though they had a
two weeks. Mr. and Mrs. King have September license. On their way home,
been here before and are jolly good however’, they saw four deer beside the
campmates. Mr. W. H. Chase of Leo road—of course the guns were packed
minster, Mass., who was here for May
fishing, is in camp for hunting. We away and the game escaped. Deer are
hope he will be as successful with rifle frequently seen on the road between
and shot gun as with the rod.
here and Aurora, especially in the
Landlord York returned from the Au early morning or toward night.
burn fish hatchery Saturday with twelve
Other September visitors were Miss
cans of salmon for Loon lake. Septem
ber fishing was much better this year Ida Garland of Conway Centre, N. H.,
than ever betore. Mr. L. W. Jackson Mrs. Melvin Clarry and son, Arthur,
caught the largest trout and salmon and of West Somerville, Mass., Miss Lillian
enjoyed fine fishing. Mr. Jackson is an
Clarry of Bangor, Mrs. W illiam McPhee
all round sportsman, while he enjoys
deer hunting best he seems to enjoy and daughter, Gladys, of Clinton, Mrs.
fishing and bird shooting. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Clarry of Holden, Mr. and Mrs.
Jackson are spending five months here, Edgar Williams, who were on a carriage
and have engaged Camp Jackson for
drive from Fairfield Centre, and Percy
next season and John Collins will guide
Fuller Williams, principal of the West
them four months next season.
Dr. and Mrs. McLelland and Dr. Dennis, Mass., Grammar school. Mr.
Jacoby of Newport, R. I., are very much Williams had not been here since he
missed, especially when the circle is was a lad—twenty years ago—and re
formed around the office fire in the
New York Sportsman Buys Land evening. Oh, those stories, Doctor, we gretted that his stay must be limited to
are bound to believe them, because you a week. He says he shall stay longer
Around Parliu Pond.
told them, but you must give us more next year if possible.
One of the most enthusiastic sports time on some of them.
Mr. and Mrs. George Clarry enter
Guides iu camp are John Collins, Joe tained a party of nine at the Clarry
men that come to Maine is Michael Piel
of New York. He enjoys the very wild Lamb, W ill Huntoon and Austin Hink- camp, Great pond, for two days early in
ley.
est of the hunting and fishing, and is
September. W hile the Williamses were
preparing a place where he can obtain
here they were entertained by Mr. and
it. He has purchased a large tract of
Mrs. F. E. Mace at their camp, Forest
Stoddard House.
460 acres, located at Parlin pond in
Home, at Middle Branch pond, the
[Special Correspondence to the P honograph .]
Somerset county.
There are 10,000
whole party numbering ten, and Mr.
F a r m i n g t o n , Oct. 9, 1900.
acres adjoining, which he has leased,
and Mrs. Howard Lord gave a dinner in
and he is intending to lease 10,000 acres
Among the prominent arrivals at the their honor.
more that his purchase may be in the Stoddard House the past week were:
G. H. Garland of East Somerville,
center of a vast tract over which he will
Mr ai d Mrs F A Little, Augusta; J E Voter Mass., was in town recently for the pur
and wife , O E Stone, Portland; F L Badger,
have control.
Quincy, Mass; F S Atwater. New York : P H pose of buying a farm. Mrs. Garland
Parlin pond is included in the pur Winslow, Gardiner; Cyrus N Blanchard. W il always spends her summers here, and
ton; Fred E Miller. C E Barker, Bangor; Geo
chase. It is three miles long and one H Cale, New Y o rk ; Geo Flint, NorLli Anson; he has concluded that he wants to get
Flint, San Juan, Cal; L R White, Chi
and a half wide.
Landlocked salmon, Thomas
cago, 111; W M Rhodes, Cold Water. Mich; C out of the city for awhile. They will
H
McKenzie
A Z Cates, Rumford Falls; J W move to the Jackson farm in the spring.
weighing from 1 to 10 pounds, and trout
Washington Hull, New York ; G R
weighing 20 pounds have been taken Harrison,
Bliss. Worcester, Mas ; L L Norcross, wife Mr. Garland is an expert fisherman and
from its waters.
and daughter, Portland; Mr and Mrs A S
he got a fine string of pickerel one
The preserve is located about forty Wadsworth, Boston.
morning before he left.
miles from Moosehead lake and is j
Mx. and Mrs. Ladd of Bangor returned
reached by team.
In the tract is a
cleared place, where is situated a build
home last Friday from a few days’ stay
PROBLEM
IN
FISH.
ing used the formerly as a hotel.
Mr
at Camp Pleasant. Dr. and Mrs. Stod
Piel and his family will occupy it next H o w D i d tlie N i l e S p e c ie s G e t Into|
dard of Boston went to Alligator lake
season and will then put in its place a
th e J o rd a n ?
Friday, and Seavey Chase of Bangor
pretty Swiss cottage. Mr. Piel was at
It has been for some time known
tracted to this section several seasons
j went to Middle Branch this morning.
ago, when he and his family spent the that certain fishes of the Nile and
Several thousand Balrnon were put in
summer here. He will start for his new East African rivers live In the Jordan
possession on November 12, and will and sea of Galilee, says the London to Long pond and R ift pond recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Lord are taking
spend six weeks here.
With him will Standard. Such facts are not easily
be Frederick Sauder, who will prepare explained, for these are not fishes that a carriage drive to Howland and Mon
his game for
mounting, and Otto can fly or travel over land. The sur tague.
Woetie, a well-known artist, who will
vival of these old world forms may
paint some of the fine scenery of the re
perhaps be accounted for by remem
gion.
HUNTING AND F IS H IN G .
bering that in all probability A frica Is
a very ancient continent. It has no
GUIDE CASE SETTLED .
doubt experienced some changes. The Enthusiastic Sportsmen at Chain
sea may have had access to the basin
o f Ponds.
Snowman Pays Fine and Accepts o f Tanganyika, and a considerable por
[Special correspondence to the P honograph . |
tion of the north may have been sub
a License to Guide.
merged since the chalk o f our English
S t r a t t o n , M e ., Oct 7, 1900.
The famous Snowman case, which has downs was deposited. Still, even In
Business is booming on the Megantic
had more or less of the attention of the those days, a very large mass o f land Preserve; game is plenty and so are the
The hunters.
courts and public for over two years, must have been above water.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Robinson and Mr.
singular paths followed by the great
has been settled for $50 and the grant
African streams—the Orange river go-, and Mrs. D. C. Pierce occupy the fine
of a license to guide.
lng one way, the Zambezi another, the cabins at Chain of Ponds the coming
This was simply a test case with an j Kongo and the Niger each sweeping, week. Mrs. Robin 3on and Mrs. Pierce
are old hunters in this region and can
organization behind the defendant to over so great an area in strange and
go out for the day in the woods without
test the constitutionality of the statutes. gigantic curves—seem to suggest that. guides and return all right. Both ladies
Elmer Snowman, the defendant, was In remote ages the continent was built are fine shots and have brought down
brought to notice first, when at the Sep up by the gradual shallowing o f the sea some of the largest buck deer on the
jump, and also have shot one bear each.
tember term of court in 1898, he was beds between large Insular masses of
Mrs. George S. Ryer shot one of the
land.
The
presence
o
f
these
fishes
in
arraigned for guiding without a license
the Jordan and the upper Nile—and It largest bears some two years ago at
and pleaded not guilty.
Chain of Ponds ever got here. So we
Is by no means the only piece of evi
His counsel, at that time Enoch W hit dence pointing In the same direction— have some great lady hunters at Chain
of Ponds.
comb, but later Foster & Hersey, took shows that these tw o rivers must once
The fishing season closed by putting
exceptions and made a motion for arrest have been either confluent or in easy 8000 salmon fry into Big Island pond,
of judgment, and the case went up to communication by the Instrumentality and now we are getting the hatchery
ready for the eggs for the coming win
o f other streams.
the Law court.
H ow that could come to pass, as Dr. ter, and it is the intention of the club
On May 9, 1900. the decision of the
to turn out more fry next spring than
Law court was given, overruling the ex Gregory shows in his book on the ever before.
Great R ift valley, is not easily settled.
ceptions as to the sufficiency of the in
The following sportsmen are at Chain
Probably when it occurred there was of Ponds: Mr. G. A. Gibson, Boston,
dictment and also as to the constitution
no Dead sea, but the Jordan flowed inality of the statute, but sustained ex I to the gulf o f Akabah, and perhaps! Seth Payne, guide; Wm. H. Randall,
John R. Rogers, and Z. Taylor, New
ceptions as regards the instructions of ! even the Red sea may have been dry York, with Dion Blackwell, Chas. Phil
the court to the jury. A new trial was land. That for a time this sea and the lips and Fred Davis for guides; Mr. Geo.
Mediterranean were in communication S. Ryer and wife, New York, Earl Tay
and A frica was an island is certain, so lor, guide; Mr. Parry C. Wiggin of Bos
to plead guilty and was fined $50.
an upward movement may In its turn ton, with Floyd Taylor for guide; Mr.
C. H. Fairbanks and wife, with Elmer
have brought about an opposite re Blackwell for guide; Mr. J. Richards
Smalley Can’t Be Found.
sult.
and family, five in all, Grant Fuller,
guide. Most likely all will get what
The mysterious disappearance of Mr. I
they came after, which will close up
Harry W. Smalley of South Framing- |
one of the most successful seasons the
ham, Mass., is reported at the same
Megantic club ever had.
W. G. Roberts, (No. 246 East
time that the wife of liis personal friend,
Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.,)
wrote, June 18 , 1884 ,
Mrs. Ruel S. Harvey went away. Mr.
Birches.
Smalley is a regular visitor at the RangeArrivals are:
ley lakes and Megantic preserve at Big
Tuesday, Sept. 25. Mr and Mrs G C Tyler,
Brookline, Mass; Archer Bennett and guide,
Island pond. Mrs. Smalley spent the
Wentworth Location; E C Park, Bethel, Me.
has completely cured me of
summer at Pleasant Island.
Wednesday, Sept. 26. Chas T Batty, Edith

“ Palmer’s Lotion
BARBERS’ ITCH

Bear Hunter Succeeds.
Mr. Arthur Leete of Providence, R. I.,
shot a bear, weighing about 100 pounds,
last Monday a short distance above Mad
rid village.

after being treated in vain for over
three years by various M.Ds.”

L o ti o n S o a p
Prevents and assists in curing all
such afflictions. By Druggists only.

It Barry, Wm H Wellington, A S Lovett,
Boston, ’
Thursday, Sept. 27. F M Thompson, Port
land; Hug'h G Brown, Almon Cooper, Brook
line, Mass
Friday, Sept.28. Mr and Mrs E A Putnam,
Lynn, Mass; Mr and Mrs Chas S Stearns,
Miss Dorothy Stearns, Mr and Mrs F J
White, F Howard White, Aberdeen, Boston;
Miss C T Crosby, Phillips; H P Dowst, Calais,
Me; W ill R Allen, Dennysville, Me.
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FLÏ ROD’S NOTE BOOK.

S P O R T S M E N ’S

It is too good a joke to keep, how a
party went fishing the last of the open
season and caught some six or eight
fine fish which they were very anxious
should be taken to friends in the city.
As they supposed they could express
them all right, and arranged to do so,
when some one said: “ That warden at
--------, who is making useless trouble
for eveyone he can, opening all kinds of
boxes, etc., will open that box and thus
delay it one train at least, and this
warm weather w ill cook those fish sure.
“ Give the box to me” said the lady
angler and “ put it on that parlor car.”
Here again was trouble for the parlor
car conductor refused to allow a box of
fish taken into the car, but the lady,
knew the fish were hors, and she was n t
going to give them up, so into another
car under the seat they went, and —
well, they were all served for breakfast
among her friencls in a city nearly three
hundred miles away the next morning,
each one declaring, “ those fish you
brought us were delicious,”
It is too bad perhaps, to fool a green
fisherman, as did some of the best
known anglers who come to one of the
most celebrated fishing ponds at the
Rangeleys recently.
The man came
with a new rod and line that had never
been wet. He wanted a big trout and
knew he could catch one, no need of
fishing days and weeks without so
much as one record fish. Oh, no, he
would show them how it was done.
He asked a good many questions and
was confidentially told “ to use a frog
it was the only sure bait,” aud so spent
half a day catching his bait, a very
small frog, and went out into the pool
at sunset. Then he was again “ confi
dently told” his frog was too small, if
he really wanted a big trout, he must
have a very large frog for bait, and the
last day of September he was trying to
catch the big frog, but I came away
before I heard the result.
A t Calais I had the pleasure of meet
ing several people who are well known
and kindly remembered in Phillips.
Mr. Warren Saunders, now engineer on
the Washington County railroad who
likes his place and greatly enjoys his
work. Mr. Danl. F. Davis now in
charge of the machine shops of the
railroad company, who was formerly
superintendent of the P. & R. R. R. and
with his family now live in Calais.
Mr. Henry Graham, who was here
when the Rangeley railroad was built,
is now in the custom house at St.
Stevens, N. B., just across the river
from Calais. A ll asked for old friends
in Phillips and wistied to be most
kindly remembered.
Fly Rod.

SUPPLIES.

S P O R T S M E N ’S

Shot Shells Loaded to Order.
Du

AND

Smokeless
Powder
For Shot Guns and Rifles.
For sale^by

J. C. Corson,
K. I. D U PO N T <1 e NEMOfiRS &

Disqualifications.—(I) Lopped or fall«» par or
ears. (2) White front feet or white bar or
bars on same. (3) Decidedly wry front fact.
(4) Wry tail. A specimen should have the
benefit of any doubt.
Color.—Rich rufus red (not dark, pmudgy col
or), carried well down sides and hind quar
ters and as little white under jaws as possi
ble ........... .............................................
Ticking.—Rather wavy appearance and plenti
ful ..........................................................
Shape.—Body long, thin, well tucked up flank
and well ribbed up; back slightly arched;
loins well rounded, not choppy; head rather
lengthy; muscular chest; tail straight, not
screwed and altogether of a racy appearance.
Ears.—About five inches, thin, well laced on
tips and as far down outside edges as possi
ble; good color Inside and outside and well
set on .....................................................
Eyes.—Hazel color, large, round, bright and
bold ...........................
Legs and Feet.—Fore feet and legs long,
straight, slender, well colored and free from
white bars; hind feet as well oolored as pos
sible .......................................................
Biz«.—About eight pounds.............................
Condition.—Not fat, but flesh firm, like a race
horse, and good quality of fur....................
Without dewlap ..........................................

Wilton, Me.

CO., Wilmington, Delaware.

IH . M . B A R R E T T ,

Game Notes.

W ELD , M AIN E.
Mr. Ralph Robinson
of Lewiston,
brought in a good brace of birds last Builder of FINE CEDAR BOATS.
¡¡g^W rite for price list and descriptive
week. He Lad fourteen grouse and catalogue.
four woodcock which he secured in
Minot. While after the birds he had an
E. H. C E R R I S H
interesting experience with three deer,
Originator and Man’f’r of
a doe and two fawns. The youngsters
were inclined to be afraid, but the old
CANVAS CANOES
one would not run, but would not allow
the hunter to approach near enough to
and R o w B o a t s .
lay his baud on her.
Exchange S t., Bangor, M e

Charles Emery and Archie Nason of
E. M W H IT E ,
OLD T O W N , M S.
Sherman, opened the game season in
MANUFACTURER OF
their town by bringing in a flue buck
F IN E CANVAS C A N O ES,
the first day of open time.
Game Wardens Ross aud Bio a u killed
two deer hounds at Princeton, last
week. The dogs were owned by Passamaquoddy Indians.

made with cedar ribs and linings, free from all im
perfections and second to none in the market. A l
sizes built to order and those not in stock, will be made
at short n >tice.
Also manufactures poles, paddles,
chairs, etc.

Wood and Bamboo Rods

George Parker and Ed Whitehouse of made to order and repaired.
Call and see my special Rangeley Wood
Sherman Mills brought in a deer apiece,
Rod and Split Bamboo.
last week.
While they were out,
E . T. H O A R ,
Whitehouse was treed by a bull moose.
M aine.
He had time to get into the tree and R a n g e l e y ,
carried his rifle with him, but decided
for
Sportsmen
not to shoot even in self defence. The Knapsacks
moose tired first and went away,
and
Guides.

Bears, Deer, Ltc.

Snowslioes made to order and repaired.
Guns repaired.
Boots and shoes repaired.
Harness repaired.
Chairs
repaired and
bottomed. Also harness supplies.
W. E. TwovrBLr, Rangeley, Me

nanci M a d e
T r o u t and
S a lm o n Flies.
Double Snell and Hook,
Best wearing FLY made.
HiRS. H. H. DILL, Rangeley, flaine.

Log

Mr. Ed West, fireman on the Phillips
& Rangeley R. R., has shot and killed
this fall while the train was in motion,
thirteen hawks and seven partridges.
He has also shot at two deer and some
small game.

Cabins

a Specialty.

Geo, H. Suowmau,
Rangeley Lakes,
Rangeley, ftaine,

Contractor j *
j i
and Builder.

BELGIAN HARES.

The question Is often asked, "W h at
are the fine points of a Belgian hare?”
and In reply to that question I will
give the standard as approved and
adopted by the English and American
breeders:

P o n t’s
G u n p o w d e r

In this vicinity, Willard Perry, the
deaf and dumb hunter of Madrid, beats
the record in the bear line.
Mr. Perry
delights in hunting and trapping and in
these sports he is scarcely ever excelled.
He has a line of traps over Saddleback
mountain and also a number iu other
Pleasant Island Deer.
This week he has
Dr. Joyce and Mr. John O’ Leary of parts of Madrid.
New York, who have been at Billy shot a very large bear near White ledge,
Soule’ s Pleasant Island Camps deer and a large amount of small game.
hunting, got two deer. Sid Harden of
Messrs. C. P. and Joe Boston of Phil
Madrid was their guide.
lips, brought home a buck and doe deer
as trophies of the Dead River region.
W h a t C o n stitn t e th e F in e P o in t « o f
T h e s e P o p u la r A n im a ls ,

SUPPLIES.

Li ve W i l d A n i m a l s W a n t e d .
State lowest price for sound animals.
J. T. Be n s o n , Auburndale, Mass.
COCKER SPANIELS FOR SALE.
Liver White and ticked Cocker Spaniel
i>ogs and Pups. Beauties.
J. A. KING,
Holeb, Maine.

Mr. Frank Whitcher of Amesbury,
Mass., the present owner of the Deer
For Sale.
farm at Tufts’s pond, has shot a snow
A sm HI steamboat, 18)£ feet over all, 4 feet,
white deer.
10 Inches beam. Plenty of steam and a good
runner.

Boat in good condition.

Address,

H. S. St a p l e s ,

Dixfield, Me.

N e w A d v e r t is e m e n t s .
20
16

Portland & Rumford
change of time.

Falls

railway,

W. C. R. R. Information Bureau insert
an ad.

The U. M. C. company
20 ad this week.

change

their

Bangor & Aroostook railroad have
change of time.
10
J. Waldo Nash, taxidermist, has
10 change of ad.

Wanted.
A few sportsmen can be accommodated,
through the months of October and Novem"
ber, at F. H. Thorpe’s. Terms reasonable
Address or call on K. H. Thorpe, East Mad
rid. Me

For Sale.
Thoroughbred Pointer pups,

Address,

C l e a r W a t e r Ca m p s ,

Allen’s Mills, Me.

T A X I D E R M I S T S .

Carl Braun & Co. insert an ad.
Geo. H. Snowman, Rangeley, makes a
10
5 specialty of building log camps. See
0
t

his ad.

Taxidermy
Send your Moose, Caribou and Deer Heads

J. T. BensoD, Auburndale, Mass., in and other trophies of the chase to
Total ..........................................................100 serts an ad.
F. W. Richards is prepared to do tax
The Belgian hare is a meat producer.
It Is also a fur producer, and there is idermist work. See ad.
Phillips & Rangeley R. R. have change
no waste In the little creature, and the
97 Park View Ave.f Bangor, Me.,
feeding o f it costs practically noth of time.
for mounting. Our motto is: “ Correctness,
ing. I t can be kept in small spaces
elegance, lightness and no fancy prices.’ ’
W e are licensed by the game commissioners
—a single animal in a hutch 2 by 3 and
P ig e o n B r e e d e r s ’ M is ta k e s .
of the state and do your work quicker better
breeding doe in a hutch 2 ^ by 4. W e
Some breeders of pigeons are In a and cheaper tha any other taxidermist. All
work guaranteed. Inspection invited Many
have no domesticated animal that w ill desperate hurry and commence putting references.
We are bound to suit you in
thrive In as small a space as the Bel their birds together earlier than Is de every respect.
gian hare. It is a clean animal, thriv sirable, with the result that the birds
ing on vegetable food,. garden truck, are not forward enough. They will
D. E. HEYW OOD,
hay, clover, etc. In fact, it is a good mate, of course, but if not ripe the re
bit like a sheep. It w ill eat most any sult w ill be in a m ajority of instances a
Rangeley,
M aine,
thing, but green food should be fed full crop of Infertile eggs and conse
sparingly.
quently considerable disappointment.
They are also very prolific. A doe But the evil does not end there. The
As good as the best and cheap as the cheap
w ill produce from six to eight young hen lays her second round o f eggs and est.
v
sters about every 70 days.
I shall be prepared during the fall and win
In ever so many instances, especially If
ter
to
do
all
kinds
of
taxidermy
work
such
as
The question has been asked me a the weather has been severe, results
heads, feet, birds and mammals. Also to tan
number o f times, at what age is the similar to the first.
skins for mats or rugs. Shall make a special
ty of doing work to order.
best time to purchase young stock?
This, as a matter of course, has a
My heads when finished compare favorably
Young stock is generally sold at the tendency to weaken the constitution of with
those done by the best known workmen.
age o f 3 months.
But at this age the females.
Early mating of high
Satisfation guaranteed in all cases or speci
it Is Indeed very hard to tell what you class stock in this country is a decided men purchased at fair price.
Write for particulars.
are purchasing, for it is at this age that mistake. The changeable weather we
they are losing their baby color and experience in spring, unless where lofts
Taxidermy.
commencing to get their real color aud are heated artificially and the pigeon
I am prepaired to do any kinds of work in
ticking, and a hare does not fully ma keeper is in a position to regulate the the
taxidermist’s line. Artistic work in every
ture until from 8 to 9 months of temperature, is in nearly every In branch
F. M. R ic h a r d s , Farmington, Maine.
age, and it is advisable not to breed stance the cause of much disappoint
TAXIDERMI
T. Trout riezzo, the only ar
them until that age.
ment and oftentimes serious loss.
tistlc method of mounting fish by which the
My advice would be to a beginner
Another fertile cause of failure in natural color is preserved. Work of every
to purchase as fine a doe as his or her many lofts Is overcrowding, and the |description done iu the highest style of the
J. W A I jDO N a s h , Norway, Maine.
purse w ill allow. H ave her bred to a majority of fanciers start the season arrt,
buck equally fine, and if you raise with far too many birds for their ac
200-Pound Buck.
extra good youngsters from that mat commodation, and when July and Au
ing, keep breeding the doe to the same gust arrive and the. young they have
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Fairbanks of
buck for at least a few times. A good succeeded in raising are added to the West Medford, Mass., have been enjoy
Individual specimen, backed by ances stock of breeders any one can easily ing the e«rly fall hunting at Chain of
tors o f known quality, never proves a Imagine the congested state of things l ’ouds.
Mr. Fairbanks, with Elmer
disappointment, and if properly mated and the difficulty of keeping the flock Blackwell, guide, secured a handsome
buck which weighed when dressed
w ill produce young better than herself. strong aud healthy.—Feather.
200 pounds, last week.
—American Poultry JouratL

Carl Braun & Co.,

Licensed Taxiderm ist.

PHONOGRAPH,
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BEARS SHOT AT KINEO.

3
Upper Dam Fishing.
The fishing from the famous pool at

ARE YOU GOING HUNTING THIS FALL
^ Quail or.other Gamo?
If

Remember this Powder is—

take shells

stronger
than

loaded with
L. & R. Smokeless,

any
other
Powder
on the
market.

or
Orange Extra
Black Powder.

W rite for the
loads that win.

L A F L IN &
9 9 Cedar Street,

D ead

RAND
-

R iv e r

BEARS, BUCKS AND B IR D S.

G am e

Ledge House and Cabins.
D e a d R i v e r , M e ., Oct. 9, 1900.

Great Luck.
[Special Correspondence to the P honograph .]

C h a in

of

P o n d s , Oct. 6, 1900.

As it has been some time since you
heard from this section, I suppose it is
well to begin by saying, we are yet
alive, and being alive we can’ t help
bunting a little, as the following will
show. The hunting family from New
York, arrived here on Aug. 9th, and
consisted at first of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Richards and Ethel, their youngest
daughter, joined later by their son-inlaw and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. S.
Ryer. August was a very quiet month
with nothing to do but fish, but after
September came in Mr. Richards got a
very large buck weighing about 300
pounds, horns spreading 21 inches with
webs fully 3 inches wide and very
heavy. Later, Mr. Richards got a very
large black bear, only a day or two
before he returned home. Mr. and Mrs.
Ryer arrived soon after and started in
by shooting another big bear on the
ledges near the lower pond, before they
got to camp. Then the younger daugh
ter, not to be outdone completely by
her sister, started out one day with the
guide and on returning she had shot a
bear cub which was in the act of climb
ing a tree, probably for beechnuts.
Since October 1st, Mr. Ryer has got
a ten point buck, so the seore now
stands: Three bears, two big bucks
and a fair share of partridges, the latter
being very scarce this year. As the
party will stay until the 15th or 18th of
October, more game may be reported
later, but this will do for a starter.
45-90 W i n .

The hunting season has opened with a
far greater rush of people than ever be
fore and lots of deer are being shot, al
though very few bucks have been got
yet.
Mr. H. P. Crane of New Jersey and
H. L. Ross of Philadelphia, who are here
made a trip to Black Brook Camps last
week and caught a fine string of pick
erel in the Dead river while going and
coming on the trip. Mr. Ross shot a
large wild-cat in the field near the Ledge
House and Cabins which he was much
elated over. When asked by his friend,
Mr. Crane, why he did not shoot again
when the wild-cat started for the woods
instead uf climbing over the fence and
running after him, he declared that he
never knew there was a fence ahead of
him. His guide, Jim Harlow, says that
he cleared the fence at one bound and
never touched it. Mr. Crane went home
Saturday, but Mr. Ross stays for another
week, and he is this morning the proud
possessor of a fine red fox.
Messrs. J. S. Mitchell, L. M. Doane,
W. D. Hanson and Chas. Caffie of Mar
blehead, Mass., are here for a week’ s
hunting. Their guides are Ed Donahue,
P. A. Rogers and A lvie Dumphey.
Mr. Carl WTeston, Seth Weston and a
friend from Temple, who went home
Monday, got one deer and saw a large
moose.
Messrs. J. G. Gould, D. A. Snow of
Cambridgeport, and C. A. Parris of
Brockton, Mass., went to Black Brook
Camps. Harvey and Herman Harlow
were their guides. They got five deer,
four of which were bucks.
One had a
perfect head with eight points.
Mr.
Parris saw two moose and fifteen deer.

4*

mmm

Mr. Snow and Mr. Gould saw several
moose. They got all the partridges that
they wanted to eat in camp.

Jones Brothers of Stratton, are enter
taining quite a number of guests since
September 1st.

Mr. W . F. Pope of Bos

ton, passed two weeks there bird shoot
ing and will return later with Mrs. Pope
to get a deer.
Mr. and Mrs. Huru o f Boston, were at
Camp Mt. Bigelow for a three weeks,
stay.
They report a very enjoyable
time and are coming again at Thanks
giving for a deer. H. W. Flanders and
friend, Mr. Chase of Boston, returned
home Saturday, very well pleased with
their stay there.
Game is very plenty but not many
deer have been shot as yet.
George Snell and George Benson of
Madison, are building them a camp for
hunting and expect to get a deer later.

Deer From D eal River.
[Special Correspondence to the P honograph .1

D e a d R i v e r , Oct. 8, 1900.

Considerable interest has been created
in this section over the alleged purchase
of a live deer by a New York sportsman
who, it is understood claimed to have
wounded it by a shot and then captured
it alive. Mr. J. G. Harlow of the Ledge
House and Cabins investigated the mat*
ter for the commissioners and later Fish
and Game Warden C. C. Nichols of Foxcroft, called in this vicinity and, it
seems, verified Mr. H arlow’ s claims in
regard to the whole matter.

K N IFE AND S C R E W DRIVER.

Handy, . Compact, . Reliable.

$1.50

S e n t P o s t p a i d t o a n y A d d r e s s in t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s or C a n a d a .
The blades are drop-forged o f the best tool steel and slide into the handle.

It is strong in construction and

In using, the lock bolt is drawn up, when the blades may be pushed out.

The lock bolt

is then thrown in engagement with the handle by means of a spiral spring.
This is the most convenient arti
cle for sportsmen that w e
ever put out.
$1.50.

hides are to be mounted and taken to
Georgia, as visible trophies of the game
Maine affords.
More and more sportsmen are coming
to the woods for the purpose of killing
ajbear. Nothing makes a handsomer
trophy than a bear skin or head and it
will not be long before these animals
will be regarded as a part of the best
big game Maine offers to sportsmen.
They are unusually plentiful in numbers
in this section this season. Early in the
week one was reported killed and a
number of others have been secured
during the past month.
The coming
hunting season here
promises to surpass all records.
The
abundance of moose in the section
reached through here is attracting
sportsmen from all over the country,
and the guides will have all they can
possibly attend to for the next two
months. Deer are not as abundant, but
the apparently slight
decrease will
without doubt, have little effect on the
general results in this locality.
Every boat for a week past has been
loaded with hunters and the coming
clays of the week will greatly increase
the numbers. There never were more
sportsmen at this season of the year, in
the region reached through the west
branch of the Penobscot and its tribu
tary waters, than there are at present
and more moose and deer will without
doubt, be brought through here this
fall than ever before.
The approach of the hunting season
only tends to show that the estimates of
moose have been under not over esti
mated. Many hunters are already lying
in wait for some big monarch, but
others will not be on hand until after
the seasons opens, preferring to wait for
the first snow, which produces an ideal
condirion for still hunting.
The conditions for early hunting have
been excellent so far.
The leaves are
holding well and the forest is in good
condition for still hunting owing to the
frequent rains of the last few weeks.

Deer Shipped Over F. & M.

have

Price, postpaid,

Given free for three new

yearly subscribers.
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Coolidge, J S Anderson, Farmington; M W
Curtiss, J L Cowin, Boston; P J Burley, Jas
Aylis, L Ludden, Jay; F E Bostor, Gardiner,
N Y; C F Johnson, H K Abbott, Wm Rancout!
Geo M Esty, Waterville; D O Hescock, Bos
ton; Mr and Mrs H A Kimball, Providence, R
I ; Mrs A R Jackson, New Y o rk ; R S W Hig
gins, Livermore Fails; E L Burns, J F Smith,
Thos F Murphy, Boston; Everett B Norton!
Farmington; I C McTutosh, New York; E G
Foster, Portland; H Shafer, Boston; R A Gil
man, Madison; A W Decrow, Ed Lowell, Port
land ; J A Wheeler, Lewiston.

MANNING AND HIS MONSTER SEA BASS.

Dead R iver Game.

PRICE

reliable in operation.

The opening days of the fall hunting
bid fair to justify the expectations of
the most sanguine as to the coming sea
son’s sport. Monday was the first day
of open season and the day following
the first buck for the season of 1900,
came into the hotel. The day following
others were shown and since that time,
they have been coming in at the rate of
eight or ten a day.
One of the features of the first week’s
hunting was the exceptional luck of
Charles A. Conklin, Jr., of Atlanta,
Georgia. In a day’s shooting he se
cured a fine buck and two black bears.
The buck was shot and carried back to
the canoe inside of an hour after leav
ing the hotel.
As the hunters pro
ceeded into the woods to resume the
hunt, along a cart road, a bear and two
yearling cubs were met.
A t first the
mother bear was disposed to dispute
the right of way of the intruders, but a
well placed shot from the hunter’s rifle
laid her low and a second stopped one
of the cubs. A third shot wounded the
second cub, but it got away.
The trophies were brought to the
Kineo Hotel whole and shown.
The
carcasses are furnishing a luxury in the
shape of bear steaks and the head and

tic finished with g>;od records which we
insert herewith:
A Black Sea Bass T h a t W e ig h e d
R. N. Parish, Mourville, Ct., salm m,
370 Pounds.
3 pounds, 7.ounces; trout, 3}4, 3 pounds,
5 ounces,
Geo. B. Hutchins, New York, salmon.
TETHER BALL AND LAWN TENNIS*
3% pounds.
T. B. Stewart, New York, trout, 4j[
pounds, Many smaller.
R id e r
H a ggard
T e ll*
W hat
Hat
T h in k *
About
G o l f —A d v i s e *
B *>
Among the last of the season’s arri
K ln n e r a to P r a c t i c e T w o H u n d r e d !
vals were Frank Stanley, Roxbury; Geo.
D ay * a Y e a r F o r T h ree Y e ar*.
Hutchins, New York City; H. C. Phil
lips, Redgewood, N. Y .; C. G. Bisbee,
The black sea bass Is perhaps th®
C. E. Howe, Rumford Falls; Hugh G. largest of the bouy fishes aud look#
Brown, Alraon Cooper, M. D., Brook very much like a black bass, if one cam
line, Mass.; Russ Spinney, guide; Miss imagine the latter fish six or seven fe e t
C. T. Crosby, Phillips: W ill R. Allen, In length and gigantic proportionately.
It frequents the kelp lined shores o f
Dennysville; H. P. Dowst, Calais.
Santa Catalina island, on the C alifor
nia coast, from May until October,
when, it is supposed, it goes out into
Willows Hotel, Farmington.
deeper water. It was off Santa Cata
[Special correspondence to the Phonograph.] lina that T. S. Manning recently caught
a monster of this species weighing 370
pounds. He was two hours in landing;
F a r m i n g t o n , M e . , Oct. 9, 1900.
his fish, and it towed him at least eigh t
Late arrivalg,at W illows Hotel:
miles up and down the coast, finally
L W Sanborn, V B Mead, A F Mead, Boston;
taking him so far out to sea that h®
L A Gandy, C W Hills, the Joshua Simpkins
was doubtful if it could be brought t o
Co, O H Hersey, Portland; J A Blake, H B

R o te s .

B ILLIN G ’S SPO R TSM A N ’S COMBINATION
<4*

cellent So Far.

ALL SOliTS OF SPORTS

P O W D E R C O .,
New York Citv,

[Special Correspondence to the P honograph .]

Dead River Region Party Having

Conditions For Fail Hunting E x 

K in e o , M e ., Oct, 8, 1900.

be sure ar.d

quicker and

Many Hunters.

[Special correspondence to the P h o nograph .]

SO,

Cleaner,

Moos© In This Section Attracting the Upper Dam, Lake Mooselookmegun-

Phillips, Maine.

The following is a record of deer
shipped over the F. & M. railroad last
week:
Oct. 1, one doe, weight 110 pounds,
consigned to Frank Clark of Farmington.
Oct. 4, one buck, weight 130 pounds,
consigned to C. A. Hildreths, Lewiston.
Oct. 6, one buck, weight of 73 pound

gaff, so heavy was the sea. This, how
ever, was finally accomplished by th®
boatman pouring oil on the water, and!
In the clear spot the fish was brought
In. So huge was the bass that when it
was hauled into the boat the two mea
were obliged to hail a launch and go
aboard, and in this way the fish w as
towed into the port of Avalon. Ther©
many observers greeted the weighing:
with cheers when it became know®
that it was the record fish—that Is, on©
that was ahead of all others In size anti
weight.
Tether ball is an outgrowth o f lawm
tennis. The advantage of the gam®
over lawn tennis is the limited spac®
demanded by the sport. There are no
balls to chase, no expensive net oar
backstop needs to be erected, and n®
decision from the umpire Is necessary
to determine whether the ball is “in”
or “ out.” The rules of the game re
quire that the pole shall stand ten fe e t
high. It must be TVi Inches In circum
ference at the ground and may taper
toward the top. Having the pole in
place, a circle having a radius o f three
feet Is drawn on the ground around the
pole, and this is bisected by a straight
'A BEAUTIFUL PIGEON.
line 20 feet long. Six feet from the
pole, at an angle to and on each side o f
C h a n d e r l a t t c * o f T h in F e a t h e r e d
the line of division, are crosses which
A r U t o c r u t o f th e Lo tt.
The
In the Jacobin we recognize a beauti indicate the places of service.
ful as well as Interesting bird- The bail, which is a regular tennis ball,
characteristic points o f feather in the with a strong linen, tight fitting cover,
Jacobin are the hood, chain, rose and Is suspended from the top of the pole
Inane. In size they are small and rath by a heavy flshllne. The cord must
er slenderly bult, with an erect car allow the ball to hang 7% feet, so that
riage of the head and neck to display when at rest it will be 2 % feet from
the hood advantageously. They are a the ground. When the game is played,
little larger than the tumbler. I t has the players toss rackets for court, and
a range o f Inverted feathers extending the loser has the service. The ball may
from the shoulders up over the head, be struck in any manner with the rack
forming wlmt has been likened to the et in the direction agreed upon, the eocape or cowl of a Jacobin monk. The deavor being to wind the string upon
upper dart of this feathered covering the pole above a black mark which 1«
of the head is properly styled the six feet above the ground. The ball
“ hood” and the lower the “ chain.” may be hit only once and must th e «
Each
These feathers, to make a handsome go into the opponent’s court.
Jacobin, should be long, thick and , player must keep wholly within bis
bushy. This bird should have a very j own court, this including his arm and
his racket, and he must n^t stop on or
over the circle. The game is won when
the string has been completely wv.inJ
upon the pole above the black line.
Rider Haggard in a recent a: lie !»
summed up the game in this w ay:
“ And yet even for those who will nev
er really master It the game is worth
the candle.
To begin with, It h a»
startling merit—the worse you play the»
more sport you get. When the go lfer
tops his ball or trickles it into a furze
bush or lands it In a sand bunker, it 4s
but the beginning of joy, for there It
lies patiently awaiting a renewal of his
maltreatment. Ills sport Is only lim it
ed by the endurance o f his muscle, or.
perchance, of his clubs, and at the
end of the round, whereas the accom
plished player will have enjoyed but.
TYPICAL JACOBIN MALE.
email head, with the hood reaching CO or 100 strokes, the duffer can proud
well over I t The hood should be white, ly point to a total of twice that num
as also the tall and flight feathers; a ber. Moreover, he has hurt no one un
short spindle beak and a pearl eye. The less it be the caddie or the feelings o f
By the
legs and feet may be feathered or plain, his partner In a foursome.
but at present most breeders breed way, the wise duffer should make a.
them smooth leg. These birds are bred point o f playing alone or search out an
In black, red, yellow, solid white and opponent o f equal incapacity; h©
splashed, but the blacks are most beau should not be led Into foursomes with
go lf aristocrats. Let him select a little
tiful and most generally bred.
The ruff, also called ruffle neck, re frequented inland links and practicesembles the Jacobin, but It has a larger •n them studiously for about 200 days
head, longer beak and greater size. The a year for three years or so, either
chain does not reach down so near the alone or In the company o f others o f
shoulders, and the feathers that com his own kidney. By this time, unless
pose It do not lie so close and compact lie is even less gifted than the major
as in the Jacobin, but an amateur fan ity o f beginners, he w ill probably b©
cier may easily mistake it for a Jacobln able to play after a modest and uncer
and should be careful In selecting his tain fashion. Then let him resort to
birds. The Jacobins, Ilk. the fantall, some more fashionable green, and, hav
make nice birds for an av ary, as they ing invested in an entirely new set o f
stand confinement well. — American clubs, pose before the world as a nov
ice to the game, for thus he w ill escape
Poultry Advocate.
the scorn o f men.”
_
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spent an hour looking over his mill,
which to us was a novelty, for we did
not know tkat way up here in Maine,
our beech, birch and maple trees are by
tke thousands, being fast made into
orange boxes, which by tke millions
are sliiped in big vessel loads and sent
to far away Sicily and different parts of
Italy, and come back to America with
fruit from that sunny clime.
Tke logs, cut some three feet in
length, are steamed for hours, then
when very hot are put under long
knives or saws which revolve at great
speed, and like a roll of ribbon cuts
T h e United States seems to be taking them about an eighth of an inch thick
tke lead in China.
Still, we are all into long strips, which are again cut
ready for the boxes.
guessing what will be tke next move.
W e walked through the long dry
houses where millions of boxes were
ready for shipment. It is a great indus
try, but who can answer the question,
what will be done for oransre boxes,
pulp wood, etc., for the Old World, to
say nothing of America, when our for
ests, as in Europe are all cut, and our
grand old mountains cleared of the
trees we so often admire, but do not ap
There is issued at Calais,
preciate their beauty? This is a ques
Maine, a little magazine filled
tion for future generations to answer,
for there is timber enough in the Maine
with matter and pictures of
wilderness to keep all the mills going
interest to pleasure seekers. It
for many years to come.
is published by
We drove about town, took a canoe
ride up the lake and in the afternoon
The
started for a twelve-mile ride to

L o r d R o b e r t s has been appointed
commander-in chief
of
tke
British
army. No one questions his ability,
but its latest showing is in an unworthy
Published Weekly at Phillips, He
cause.
However, the “ conquered”
Boers recently captured a British con
N e w s of the North Haine W oods voy of twenty-two wagons and a num
ber of prisoners, besides having enough
and Country.
strength left to derail a train.
Presi
dent Kruger is about to sail for Europe,
Advance Subscription Rates.
One Y ear,............................................... ®100 and will probably visit this country.
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Three Months,................
25
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W o n d e r kow long that pickerel was.
One of tkose fresk water sharks in Lake
Cobbosseecontee swallowed a ten-inck
trout tke otker day.
I f he does tkat
•when tke law is on, ke will get into
trouble.

NSURANCE C o m m is s io n e r C a r r of
gusta, and one of the members of tke
a and game commission are at work
resti gating tke cause of tke recent
i-est fires.
Tkey will make public
nr finding and then try to apply a

Now is tke time tkat tke lakes and
ponds are being stocked. Tke messen
gers in care of tke fisk are taking tkem
to tke sections where most needed. Not
more tkan a quarter enough of tke fisk
are at tke disposal of tke authorities,
consequently some people will be dis
appointed. As last season was an un
favorable one to tke taking of spawn,
this accounts for at least a part of tke
:ack. On tke Songo river tkey are fol
low in g a different plan tkan in tke past.
Last fall tke salmon were let into tke
trap at once, then put into pens where
they injured themselves so muck tkat it
was thought best not to continue tke
plan. This fall a wier has been placed
across tke river and tke fisk will be kept
outside till tke eggs are ripened, when
they will be captured aud stripped at
once.
T h e lowness of tke water tki6 fall is
preventing tke fisk from getting from
tke lakes, into tke streams where tkey
are ac r.istomed to spawn.
W a r d e n N i c h o l s , thinks there will
not be so muck game killed in tke state
as last year, but thinks it will not be to
tke injury of tke state. Tke reason for
this, ke says, is tkat tke newness of
coming into tke state and getting all
tke game tke law allows has worn off,
and sportsmen will be content to come
and have an outing, and satisfy them
selves with venison
cooked in tke
woods.

A d v a n c e booking at tke numerous
hunting camps would indicate tkat tke
num ber of sportsmen to come this fall
would be muck greater tkan during
form er years.

argument
is
brought
against tke September law. Tkey say
that it drives tke game back into tke
woods. Tke fortnight of open bird
season beEore tke deer season commen
ces is also responsible for driving tke
larger animals farther into tke woods.
T h e election
prophets have made
their forecast aud declare tkat there is
no possible doubt but McKinley will be
elected in November.

190 0

We were there for fish and we got
them, too. I need not say anything of
the yellow perch that weighed over a
pound, or how just at dark, I caught a
pickerel that weighed as many pounds
as my rod weighed ounces, much to my
disgust when I found what was in the
landing net. Our salmon were beauties.
It was dark when we got back to the
house and the salmon fishing was over
until next May, when we expect to be
there again.
We received an invitation by tele
phone from Mr. and Mrs. Eaton of
Princeton to meet them at the “ Chop
ping,” as the landing at the outlet of
the stream between Grand lake and Big

about.
The perfect neatness of the
place, the way everything is arranged
and kept up in first class shape could
uot fail to make a good impression.
In a few days the salmon begin to go
on the spawning beds, when the men
take them with nets and “ strip” them.
The fish are then released and go back
to the lake; the eggs which are retained
for hatching are placed in trays sub
merged in troughs through which a
constant supply of running water flows.
When the little fish are hatched they
are transferred to the feeding room and
carefully watched and fed, seeming to
eujoy life.
W e watched the hungry little fellows

A Ye a r

Sunrise
Rout e

t

It only costs 12 Cents in
stamps for a year’s subscrip
tion. Single numbers w ill be
sent for a 2-cent stamp. The
numbers at this time o f year
are devoted to Hunting, and
tell all about the splendid new

Game Resorts of Washing
ton County. Address
W . C, R. R, Inform ation Bureau,
Calais, flam e.

WASHINGTON COUNTY TRIP.
Fly Rod Takes Trip Over Wash
ington County Railroad.
Hunting

and

Fishing

Resorts

Described.
“ Good bye, we are off for a trip over
tke new Washington County railroad”
we said, as with rods and rifle, my
friend, Miss Davis and I left tke Union
station, Portland, at 11. o’clock one
evening tke middle of September. To
me it was going into a new and undis
covered country, tke charms of which I
had no idea. We had a section in tke
sleeping car, and soon I was dreaming
my bed was of spruce boughs, in some
wilderness camp, as we rushed past
Brunswick, Augusta, Waterville and
Newport Junction. Several times I
heard tke porter pass, and wrhen the
next morning at Bangor ke gave the
5 o’ clock call to some one who had no
idea of waking, Miss Davis looked down
from above and said “ Good morning,
did you know we were more tkan a
hundred miles from home?”
I had
nothing to say, but took another nap
and some two hours later when at
Washington Junction was ready for
breakfast. It did not take the attend
ants long “ to do up the chamber work”
and serve our morning meal.
A t tke Junction we left tke Maine
Central line for tke Washington County
railroad, but there was no “ change cars”
after leaving Boston, and on we rushed
at good speed, first through tke woods,
then so close to the ocean we could see
tke tide coming in, and the vessels being
loaded, then we would go by some
lake or pond and through the forest, a
new and strange combination of lake
and sea. W e passed Cherryfield, Mackias, Eastport Junction and at St Croix
Junction were met by Mr. II. P. Dowst
advertising agent of tke railroad, who is
one of tkose bright, smart young Har
vard men, who has an eye for business
and with tke push and hustle ke is
putting in the right direction, will
before five years, have thousands of
sportsmen and tourists coming to this
part of Maine, which is now almost an

which the smoke uever darkens the sky,
like a monument amid the empty, un
used houses.
We were most fortunate that one of
the best guides, Wm. H. Moore, had
been engaged and was there to meet us,
and as it was the last day the law would
allow fishing in Grand lake in 1900. we
made quick time in putting our rods to
gether and were off.
It was a big birch bark canoe, with
lots of cushions all arranged for our
comfort, we found
waiting at the
stream. My friend has not long prac
ticed the gentle art. of fishing—for trout
and salmon.
It was decided we would first go up
into the lake. Tw o of my light rods
were ready for casting, but we were to
troll up the lake around the point.
“ But should you get a salmon on one of
those little rods, there will be fun and
perhaps a broken rod ” said the guide.
I was willing to take the chances.

We

went di

Princeton
the present terminus of the railroad in
that direction. We stopped at
the
Princeton House, a clean, comfortable
country hotel, where it seems to be
their pleasure to do all they can for
your comfort, and one is Bure to come
again.
Princeton is a pretty little
Maine village, on the shore of Long
lake, with fine schools, churches, public
library and some handsome country
residences where we learn city boarders
are well cared for at &G per week, with
no extra charge for boats or drives.
Mr. Chas. F. Eaton, who is one of the
best known gentlemen in this section,
resides here. We spent the next morn
ing as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eaton at
their delightful home, the grounds of
which extend for miles on the lake
shore. We were deeply interested and

It was a glorious September afternoon
and who can describe such a picture as
the sunset across the lake!
Before I
had even reeled my line out, Miss Davis
called in an excited voice, “ Some
thing is pulling awful hard, see the reel
go. Oh, what shall I do, take this fish
pole, it will break; there goes the fish,
oh take the pole and save the fish.”
I took the rod and told her to reel up
my line. The guide had to look out for
the canoe. I was not quite sure but
what my friend was going to express
her joy over her first salmon by trying
a new waltz step then and there, as out
of the water leaped the silver beauty,
dash and splash, while I handled the
salmon and she reeled in Sport! Well,
who but an angler knows anything
about it? In twenty minutes our first
fish was gasping at our feet in the
canoe. I put him on the scales,
pounds, big enough, shall we catch any
more?
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T IM E - TABLE.

SANDY RIVER R. R,
Monday, Oct. 8 , 1900.
Tr’n l Tr’n3 Tr’n 5
A. M. P. 51. P. 51.

North.
Farm ington.......

10 30 12 10

4 40

So. Strong,..........
Strong, .............. ) ar
l lv
P h illip s ,.............

11 35 12 42 5 10
12 00 1 00 5 30

South.

Tr’n2 Tr’n 4 Tr’n 6
A. M. A. 51. P. 51.

Phillips............... ..lv

7 30

8 00

1 30

S tro n g ,..............

7 50

8 40

1 50

8 20

9 30

2 20

WESTON L E W IS

Pres.

F. N. BEAL. Supt.

Tim e-Table.

PHILLIPS & RANGELEY R. R.

THE HATCHERY AT GRAND LAKE.

lake is called, at 10 o’ clock the n e x t, some of two or three inches long, take
We drove three miles to
morning
breakfast, which consisted of finely
chopped beef liver. It is surprising how
B ig Lake,
much those little fish would eat.
where, with flags flying, we saw the
Mr. Munson told us that last year
little steamer, “ Muriel,” coming up the they raised 91,000 young trout and salm
lake to meet us, and were soon greeted on here. H alf the number are put back
by our friends, Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. into Grand lake and the remainder sent
Eaton, who, when they wish a sail, take to different parts of the county. There
their own yacht from their boathouse is no need of any fear that the fishing at
iu the dooryard.
Grand lake w ill play out as long as the
They had brought a party of friends hatchery is kept up to its present stand
with them, Misses Ellen and Kate N el ard.
son of Calais, Mr. Edward M. Nelson of
[T o be continued next week.]
Boston, Mr. Howard Dana of Portland,
their little daughter, Miss Muriel, for
whom the boat was named, and son,
A Pleasant Trip.
Master James. Capt. Chas. Bradford,
[Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH.]
one of the Princeton guides, was iu
L e x i n g t o n , M e ., Oct. 9, 1900.
charge.
A. J. Lane and wife and J. C. Green
aud wife have just returned from a fish
ing trip to the famous ranch at Carry
ponds, H. J. Lane proprietor, and speak
in high terms of their visit. They
stopped the first night with Mrs. Lane’ s
sister, Mrs. Jud'th Berry, of Concord.
Mrs. Berry did her best to entertain
them, and they had a fine visit.
They stopped the next night at Carratunk to see Mrs. Jessie Lane Williams,
and were cordially received and enter
tained by Mr. and Mrs. Forrest W il
liams; then crossed the old Kennebec
and traveled three and one half miles to
the ponds. Here they were kindly re
ceived, and spent four days which will
uot soon be forgotten. The fish were
biting well and they caught all the fine
trout they needed.
On their return they took a good din
ner at Mr. Ranee Ham’ s, a registered
guide. They left twelve sportsmen at
the ponds who seemed to be enjoying
themselves. Deer and moose seemed to
be more plenty than ever before.
J. C. Green recently saw a good sized
bear at Lexington. Deer are seen every
Bears have commenced their
Big lake is one of the gems of Eastern day.
Maine, some eight miles long and four depredations in the orchards.
L iv e Y a n k e e .
or five wide, with sixty-two islands.
Mr. Eaton, who is one of the best
Fish Exhibit at State Fair.
known gentlemen in this section, is a
good sportsman who can handle a rod,
The fish exhibit at the State fair this
rifle or shot gun. To us that day on year attracted a great deal of attention
the Jake was a red letter day for which
The tank contained salmon and brown
life will ever be better.
Mr. and Mrs. Eaton are the ideal host trout five months old, one-year-old
and hostess for a picnic; we sailed about brown trout, brook trout two years old,
amid the islands, and intended to call at brook trout one year old, salmon one
Indian point, where the red man of the year old, brown trout two years old,
Passamaquoddy tribe still lives and is brook trout four years old, rainbow
often seen on the hunt or in his bark trout four years old, brown trout five
canoe fishing in the waters, while the years old and salmon four years old.
squaws weave the baskets and make
birch bark work as only the Indian
Rod at the Bottom.
women can, but the day was far too
September 24, like many of the Sep
short.
A t noon we landed on Governor’ s tember days of 1900, was warm and
point, as is named one of the most beau clear. There was no breeze stirring to
tiful points of land I have ever visited make a ripple on Rangeley lake and the
in any Maine lake. No better spot can bottom could be plainly seen at some
be found for a summer hotel; the land points in fifteen feet of water. Th e oc
has been cleared in part. Near the shore cupants of a canoe were paddling by
are several large oak trees that have Prof. Munyon’s wharf only a few rods
stood the storms of ages; back a few from shore, when one of the party dis
rods is a large pine grove, and only a covered something on the bottom of the
short distance is the public road run lake which proved to be a good trolling
ning from Princeton to Grand lake.
rod fully hung up. They hadn’t time to
W e had no sooner landed than prepa fish out the rod but it is there now no
rations for the midday feast began. A doubt, and it is presumably in as good
fire was quickly kindled on the rocks, a condition as ever. This story—which
kettle hung over the fire, into which does not sound at all unreasonable and
went all the good things that go to is no doubt true in all particulars —
make a chicken stew. Now if one has would be much improved and enlarged
never camped out and had a chicken if some accommodating trout or salmon
stew one doesn’t know what a feast is. would kindly take one of the flies and
The coffee was made, green corn was be ready to be pulled in with the rod.
put to boil, the captain seeming to at
tend to a dozen things at the same time.
T R A N S P O R T A T I O N
Mr. and Mrs. Eaton brought a large
canvas which was unrolled under the
shade of a big oak, and from a large
basket was unpacked a set of porcelain
dishes, fruit, crackers, cheese, pickles,
etc., etc. W hile the dinner was cook
ing we had time to admire the place,
but when the captain took the kettle
from the fire, and into the soup plates
“ piping hot” was dished the best stew
Will start for the season
ever placed before a hungry crowd, we
were all seated on the ground ready to
give proof to our hunger.
J* M A Y IO, 190 0.
j*
That feast w ill not soon be forgotten,
the wit of the gay young people, the
entertaining host and Hostess all added
I* W . G R E E N E , P r o p ’ r,
spice to the occasion. We saw several
C o ^ I’ n.
flocks of ducks fly by, and were too busy
to notice a flock of partridges in the
pine grove.
A fter dinner we sailed
back up the lake where a team was
waiting for us, and regretfully said
good-by to our friends who had to return
to Princeton in time for part of the
number to take the oveniug train.
The following morning we called at
the

OEAD RIVER STATION TO EUSTIS

unknown land to them.
rect to

a

Farm in gton,.....

Greene’s Stage Line

GUIDES AT GRAND LAKE

r

So. Strong,..........

Grand Lake Stream ,
which is one of the greatest places for
landlocked salmon in the country.
In
fact, anyone who can handle a fishing
rod or a “ fish pole” is always sure of
good luck here. True, the salmon do
not grow to the enormous size they do
in some places, but there are all one
wants that weigh from 2 to 5 pounds of
gamy salmon that will quicken the
pulse of any angler.
Years ago this lake was a “ secret
place” known only to the Indians, who
would not tell the white man of the
lake. Then too it was a secret place for
fishermen, aud I was told that Lyman
Abbott,
Henry Ward Beecher and
others came here.
It was a fine drive from Princeton
and we reached the “ White House,” as
Mr. Yates’s is called, about 4 o’ clock p.
m. As yet there are no hotels here, but
several private families now take good
care of sportsmen, and both ladies and
gentlemen if they engage rooms ahead
are sure to be well taken care of.
The
sn all village was once a busy place,
when the tannery was running, employ
ing several hundred men, but where
now the tall chimney
stands, from

T h e honor of having killed tke fi rst
deer in open season is hotly contested.
But then, don’t dispute with anyone
who thinks ke has tke honor. He will
he happier, and so will you.

A nother

12,

12 T i m e s

A n interesting question has been
raised by tke seisure of a head tkat a
sportsman was taking out of tke state
unmounted. Tke warden claimed tkat
it could not be done and tke sportsmanwell, he did as well as ke could under
tke circumstances and left tke head here
to be mounted.

A c o r r e s p o n d e n t in one of our ex
changes advocates making tke partridge
season begin with tke deer season, on
October 1. A t this time, he says, the
young birds will be old enough to be
freed from their mother’s apron strings
and can take care of themselves.
Before this, almost an entire flock
can be killed off in an unsportsmanlike
manner.

OCTOBER

TEAMS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Fish Hatchery
which is owned and run by the United
Part» n desiring teams oi any Kind for any
States commission, and is a place well point in i is r egion, can be accommodated
worth visiting.
The hatchery is in by notifying
charge of Foreman W. H. Munson, who
H U NT00N & OAKES,
PROPRIETORS.
with his family live in the pretty cottage
Stable
next to Oquossoc House, Rr.ngeley
close by. He is assisted by his son,
Maine.
Wm. E. Munson, who kindly shov d us

The only all-rail route to Rangeley Lake.
The quickest and easiest route to the Dead
River Region via Dead River Station. Stage
connection with every through train for
Stratton, Eustis and all points inland.
On and after Oct. 8, 1900, trains on the Phil
lips A Rangeley railroad will run as follows
until further notice:
BAST.
A M
P 51 P 51
Phillips, Lv
. .
8 30 1.40 5.30
•Madrid,
. 8.50 1.55 5.45
•Reed’s Mill, .
9.00 2 05 6.55
‘Sanders’ Mill, . ,
b.20 2.15 6 05
(
ar
9 4*1
Redington Mills, . . t de
9.55 2 40 6.30
•Log Track No. 2,
10.10 2.50 6.40
Dead River, . . .
10.30 3.00 16.50
Rangeley, ar . .
11 30 3.15 7.05
WEST.
A M
A M
P 54
Rangelev, Lv
, .
6.10 11.30 1.30
Dead River, .
6 22 11.42 1.45
•Log Track No. 2.
6.M 11 54 2.00
ar
P 51 2.25
Redington Mills, . . • j( de
6 45 12.05 3 00
•Sanders’ Mill, . .
7.03 12.23 3.30
•Reed’s Mill, . . .
7.10 12 30 3.45
•Madrid..................
12.35 3.55
Phillips, ar . . .
12 50 4.15
•Trains stop on signal or notice to conductor.
tStage connections for Stratton, Eustis and
all points in the Dead River region.
Fl e t c h e r Po p e , Gen. Man’g’r.
H. H. F i e l d . G. P. & T. A.
A L. M a t t h e w s , Superintendent.

Portland & Rnmforfl Falls Rj.
D i r e c t L i n e to R a n g e l e y L a k e s .

Through Time-table, In Effect

T

hrough
r a in s .

o m m o d io u s

C OACHES.

GOING SOUTH.

Oct. 8, 19C0.

S PLENDID
ERVICB.
A. 51. A. 51. P. 54

Leave Bemis,
“ Rumford Falls,
“ Mechanic Falls,
Arrive, Lewiston,M. C. Upper
Station,
“
Portland, Union
Station,

7 50
•5.30 9.10
6.55 10.39

2.40
4.17

7.40 11.25

4.50

8.35 12.20

5.46

P. M. P. 51.

Div
Boston, : W.
E. Dlv.

12.45
12.41

GOING NORTH.

4.10
4.00

9.C5

P. 51. A. M. P. M

Leave Boston, j[W
g Div.
“
Portland M.‘ C. r ! R.,
Union Station,
“
Lewiston M. C. R. R.,
Upper Station,
Arrive Mechanic Falls,
“
Rumford Falls,

8.30 1.15
9.00 12.30

A. 51. P. 51.

8.30

12 55

5.16

9.20
10 03
11.30

1.55
2.39
4.10

6.06
6.46

“
Bemis,
5.25
Trams run daily except Sundays, except at
otherwise noted.
This Is the only standard gauge all rail 11m
direct to the heart of the Rangeley Lakes.
E. L. L ovk -joy , Supt., Rumiord Falls, Me
R O. B r a d f o r d . Traffic Vgr..Port land, Me.

i^ A lL R O A n

ARRANGEMENT OF TRAINS.

I n E f f e c t M o n d a y , O c t . 8, 19 0 0 ..

Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Cari
bou and Bangor on train leaving Caribou at
6.15 a. m. and Bangor at 4.45 p. m.
7.00 A. M.—For and arriving at Lagrange at
8T3a. m., Milo 8.38 a. in., Brownville 8.50 a. m.,
Katahdin Iron Works 9.60 a. m.. Norcross 9.42
а. m., Mlllinocket 9.55 a m, Sherman 10.45 am ,
Patten 11 08 a in, IstandFalls 11.10 a m, Smyrna
Mills 11.45a m.Weeksboro 12 10a m, Masardis,
L03 p m, Ashland 1 30 p in. Houlton 12.10 p m,
Presque Isle 1 57, p. m. Caribou 2.25 p. m.,
New Sweden 2 58 p. ru., Van Buren 4.00 p. m.,
Fort Fairfield 2 15 p. m Limestone 3.20 p m,
Dover, 9 10 a. m., Guilford 9.35 a. m., Monson
Junction 9.53 a. m..Greenville 10.50 a m.
4.00 P. M. For and arriving at Lagrange
б.25 p. m.
6
4.45 P M. For and arriving at Mtlo 6.20 p.
m., Brownville 6.30 p. m„ Katahdin Iron
Works 7.10 p. m., Norcross 7.20 p. m , Millinocket 7.31 p m, Sherman 8.13 p m, Patten
8.35 p m, Island Falls, 8.33 p m, Houlton 9.20 p
m , Mars Hill and Blaine 10.22 p. m., Presque
Isle 10.50 p m.. Caribou 11.15 p. m., Fort Fairfield 11.10 p. m.
Dover and Foxroft 6 45 p m„ Guilford 7.00 p
m, Monson Junction 7.25 p m, Greenville 8 20
p m.
ARRIVALS.
9.20 A. M.—Leaving Greenville at 6.30 a. m.,
Monson Junction 6.26 a m.,Guilford 6.42 a. m ,
Dover 7.00 a. m., Katahdin Iron Works 6.20 a
m, Brownville 7.20 a. m., Milo 7.30 a. m .La
grange 7.57 a. m.
1.05 P. M.—Leave Caribou 6.15 a. m. Presque
Isle 6.42 a. m , Fort Fairfield 6.20 a. m., Houl
ton 8.20 a. m., Ashland 7 00 a. m., Masardis
7.26 a. m., Weeksboro 8.18 a. m , Smyrna Mills
8.42 a. m„ Island Falls 9.15 a. m., Patten 9.10 a.
m., Sherman 9.40 a. in., Mlllinocket 10.28 a.
m., Norcross 10.40 a. in., Brownville 11.34 a
m., Milo 11.43 a. m.
7.20 P. M.—Leaving Greenville 3.36 p. m.
Monson Junction 4.30 p.m.,Guilford 4.47 p. m.,
Dover 5 05 p m.,Limestone 10.40 a m, Van Buren
10.05 a. m., New Sweden 11.07 a. m., Cariboo
11 45 a., m., Presque Isle 12.15 p. m. Fort Fairfield 11.15 a. m., Houlton 2.00 p m., Island
Falls 2.58 p. m., Patten 2.C0 p m Sherman 3.24
p. m. Mlllinocket, 4.13 p in, Norcross 4.26 p m,
Katahdin Iron Works 3.00 p m, Brownville
5.27 p m, Milo 5.37 p m, Lagrange 6.C6 p m.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
Gen 1 Passenger and Ticket Agent.
F. W. CRAM, Vice Pres’t and Gen. Mgr
Bangor, Me., Oct. 4, 1900.

FRANKLIN & MEGANTIC RY.

Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and Det
River region.

T IR lB - T A n X iK O

In Effect June 25, 1900.
A. M. P. M. P. M. A. I

Strong, Lv, . . . .
8.00 3.00 5.05
tWest Freeman, . . . 8.10 3.10 6.15
Salem, Lv, . . . .
. 8.35 3 40 5.30
fNorth Freeman, Lv,
8.40 3 45 5.35
. 8.55 3.65 5.50
Kingfield, j fcr£ve,
9.15
5.55 *7.00
Carrabassett, Lv, . . . 9.45
6.25 7.50
Bigelow, A r , ............... 10.15
6.65 8.30
Going South,
A. .M. A. 51. A. 51. P. 51.
Bigelow, Lv, . .
11.45 10.16 7.00
P. 51.
Carrabassett, Lv, .
12.16 10.65 7.35
( arrive, .
12.45 11.35 8.00
Kingfield, {
P. 51.
( leave, .
6.50 12.50 1.00
tNortli Freeman, Lv,
7.00 1.00
Salem, Lv, . . . .
7.10 1.10 1.40
tWest Freeman, Lv, . . 7.25 1.20
Strong, A r , ............... 7.357.35 1.35 2.15
tFlag stations. Trains stop on notici
conductor. »Mixed trains.
Close connection Is made at Strong w
trains to and from Phillips, Farmington, P
land and Boston.
Stage connections at Carrabasset for Ku
and Dead River Region.
GEO. M. VOSE, S U P E R IN T E N D E N

PH ILLIPS
Bangeley.

It’s Not W hat
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B u t the quality
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end.
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t

C h eap

furniture is made to sell

and

the purchaser of it is the one

t
t
t

wlm is “ sold” after all.
Y ou pay the least

prices

for good furniture here at our
store.

t
t
_

you

T h e re ’s not

a

piece

o f it w e w o u ld n ’t be glad
take back if
and

for

it

w as

that

to

faulty,

reason,

if no

other, w e ’d be foolish to sell T
faulty furniture.

t

F re e F r e ig h t

o r Express.

,B r a d f o r d , C o n a n t & Co.,
19 9 to 203 Lisbon St.

B U S I N E S S

:
t

C A R D S .

J. F. HILTON, M. D.,

P h y s i c i a n a nd S u r g e o n ,
Office at Residence, Elmwood.
Telephone connections.

E. B. CURRIER, M. D.

PHYSICIAN ani SURGEON, Phillips. Me
OFFIC E HOURS, 1 to 2, and 7 to 8, P M.

Office at residence.

Telephone connection.

C. L. T O O T H A K E R , M. P.

Physician & Surgeon, Phillips, Me.
Office at residence.

Telephone connections

DR. H. H. T U K E Y ,
S u rg e o n D e n tis t.
Office No 2 Bates Block, Phillips naine.
Best of work for lowest prices. A l l work
warranted. Twenty years experience in
Portland.

F. E. TIMBERLAKE.

If. P. NOBLE.

TIMBERLAKE & NOBLE,
ATTORNEYS,
Office, Beal Block,
Phillips, Me.
General Law Practice and Fire Insurance.
Collections will receive prompt attention.

HARRY

F.

BEEDY,

Agent for the|leadingj

Fire I n s u r a n c e C o m p a n i e s ,
PHILLIPS,

-

-

-

nAINE.

Franklin County

R E A L E ST A T E

AGENCY

Louis V o t e r . L . B. B r o w n , Managers,
Office, 51 Main Street, Farmington, Me.
Houses and farms bought, sold, exchanged
and let. Loans made on mortgages. Collec
tions and care of property a specialty. Care
ful attention to all business. Interviews and
’orrespondence solicited.

FIRE

Are you a business man? Are you a house
holder? Are you afraid of fire? Your anx
iety will be relieved if you carry fire insur
ance in The Home, Aetna, German-American
orjNlagara Fire Insurance companies.

HARRY F. BEEDY, Agent,
Phillips, Haine.

JUST RECEIVED
I

A complete stock o f

Guns, Rifles,
Revolvers and

A m m u n ition .
1 have Winchester,

Marlin

and

Savage Rifles, and single and double
shotguns for black

and

smokeless

powder.
N o trouble to show goods.

FREMONT SCAMMAN,
PHILLIPS.

UPPER VILLAGE,

MAINE

Millinery Opening
OF

Fall and . .
Winter Hats,
Saturday, Oct. 6.
Large line of Winter Garments to
b e in next week.

Latest styles.

MISS BANA BEAL,
Phi ll i ps , M a i n e .

Mrs. E. P. McCard held her opening
of trimmed hats last Friday and Satur
day and the hats and bonnets received
ilattering attention and ready sale, a
large number being sold.
Mrs. Sadie Haley Keene of Washing
ton, D. C., is visiting friends in Rangeley.
Miss Prudence Richardson has re
turned from a visit to Boston.
Mrs. Vesta Coulan and Mrs. Maud
Thrope of Lowell visited Mrs. Lyman
Kempton a few day9 last week.
Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Haskell of Boston,
who have been 'in camp at Allertou
Lodge on Mooselookmeguntic lake,
have returned home.
Mr. Ed Grant has been out from Beav
er pond the past week.
Mr. R. S. York, proprietor of Loon
lake camps was in Auburn last week to
receive several cans of trout and salmon
for Loon lake.
Mrs. Sarah Pratt, who has been at
Lake Point cottage during the summer,
has returned to her home in Providence,
R. I.
Mrs. A. J. Lary was in Portland last
week. Miss Gladys remained with Mrs.
Ed Lamb.
Mr. G. M. Carlton is in charge of Natt
Ellis’s barber shop during the absence
of Mr. Ellis and Mr. Bert Furbush. Mr.
and Mrs. Ellis and Master Percy are en
joying a two weeks’ visit in different
towns iu the state.
Mrs. W. S. Lovejoy visited in Bethel
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. McCard and Master
Harold are visiting relatives in Exeter,
making the trip by team.
Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Herrick board at
the Oquossoc House.
Mr. Clem Skolfield, station agent at
Dead River station, and Mrs. M. B. Skoltield spent Sunday at Dixfield, going by
train to Phillips and driving from there
to Dixfield.
Mr. John Stewart moved his family
to Prince Edward Island this week.
Mr. Herman Huntoon will move into
the rent vacated by Mr. John Stewart.
Mrs. Ann Tootliaker and son, Mr.
Bert Tootliaker, visited Mr. D. W.
TootkaKer at West Freeman last week.
A game of baseball between the
Raugeley nine and that of West Rangeley resulted in a score of 8 to 9 in favor
of the Rangeleys.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Herrick have re
turned from Mountain V iew and occupy
their house on High street.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry P. Dill of Port
Hope, Ont., have been at their cottage,
Moxie Ledge, near Greenvale the past
week.
Major Duncan B. Harrison of Wash
ington, D. C., lias closed his cottage on
Rangeley lake and returned home.
The opening of trimmed hats at Miss
Mora D ill’ s millinery store last Friday
and Saturday was very successful. Pur
chasers were plenty and the tastily
trimmed millinery sold quickly.
Dur
ing the past few weeks Miss Dill has
had a large sale of outing hats and the
soft felts.
A pleasant social was held at Furbish
hall Saturday evening.
One evening last week a young horse,
owned by Mr. Frank Pillsbury, became
frightened near the postoffice and did
some lively kicking and running. Mr.
Pillsbury narrowly escaped serious in
jury by being thrown by the breaking
of the fender behind the kicking horse.
The horse kicked twice with his heels
in close proximity to Mr. Pillsbury’s
head, and then cleared himself. The
carriage was a total wreck.
Geo. H. Snowman, the Rangeley build
er, has three sets of buildings to finish
up as soon as the mason work is finished.
One is for W. C. Palerson, Pond street,
a very nice set. He will also build for
Daniel E. Heywood one on Pond street
near the Oquossoc House. These will
be very nice. Mr. H. has rented all but
three rooms which will be for his own
use, two living rooms and a taxider
mist room, where he will do that kind
of work. Mr. Snowman has J. E. Haley’s
house to finish up stairs for a rent. He
will soon go to Mountain View with a
crew to commence the new carriage
house mentioned in the P h o n o g r a p h
last week. There will be a lot of work
down at Mountain V iew before the sea
son of 1901 opens to sportsmen. Mr. S.
has lots of small jobs to do besides the
ones mentioned.
•

District No. 2, Phillips.
School in this district which closed
Oct. 2, owing to the illness of the
teacher, commenced again last Monday.
All expressed much joy to have Mrs.
Worthley back again, as she is one of
our best teachers.
Mr. and Mrs. George Batchelder took
a carriage drive some three weeks ago
to Laconia, N. H., to visit Mr. Batchelder’ s brother, Charles, who lives there.
They are expected home next week.
Sheep buyers have been quite plenty
in this locality of late. Messrs. Nathan
Ellis and Ebenezer Hinkley of Rangeley,
were out and purchased about one hun
dred and seventy-five sheep and lambs
October 1st.
Edwin Beedy bought a very nice
Jersey cow of H. A. Dunham last week.
Rev. J. B. Ranger preached an excel
lent sermon last Sunday at Reed’ s Mill.
His text was Job xxii, 21, “ Acquaint
now thyself with him and be at peace;
thereby good shall come unto thee.”
He will be there again Sunday, Oct. 21,
at 2.30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Lufkin, who
have been at Redington
since last
spring, returned to their farm last Tues
day.
Mrs. Jessie Buckley of Auburn, vis
ited her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. R.
S. Plummer, last week.
Mrs. Lena Winter and two children
spent Sunday and Monday of last week
at Isaac Smith’s in Madrid.
Mr. Samuel Calden is working for
George Haley.
Arthur Beedy was in District No. 2,
buying lambs last week.
Mr. Morrill Wing, who is^sick with
•typhoid fever, remains about the same.
Mr. O. M. Goding of Avon, com
menced collecting cream for the Turner
creamery in this vicinity Oct, 1st.
He
makes two trips each week, Mondays
aad Thursdays. W e predict much suc
cess for Mr. Goding, as nearly all the
farmers are planning to keep a good
number of cows for the creamery.

PHONOGRAPH,

Fminting
Spells
“ When I w»s 17
years old I was
nearly six feet
tall, and I evi
dently outgrew
my strength.
M y health be
gan to fa ll,
and in spite
of the b e s t
medical at
tendance I
continued
to g r o w
worse.
Finally
1became
so weak
that I
could
not
stand
up
alone. My blood was thin, I had no
color and no appetite. 1 was subject
to fainting spells which came on
nearly every day, and was as miser
able as It was possible to be. When
it was seen that the physician’s treat
ment was doing me no good my pa
rents bought m any kinds of med
icines for me, but I continued to fail.
“ One day a gentleman told my
father of Dr. W illiam s’ P ink Pills for
Pale People and I consented to try
them. I was surprised and greatlypleased to find that good results fol
lowed the use of the first box, and I
continued taking the pills. My ap
petite improved at once and my
strength returned. I took five boxes
of the pills and they cured me. My
health Is now excellent, I have a good
color, and feel active and strong.
“ Both my mother and I have re
commended the pills to others, and
som eofm y friends have been greatly
benefited by them. I would recom
mend Dr. W illiam s’ Pink Pills to all
who are sick and In need of a good
medicine.”
E u n ic e Bo o th ,
205 Caynga St., Syracuse, N. Y.
For sale at all druggists or direct from Dr.
Williams Medicine Co., Sohenectady, N.Y.,
postpaid on receipt or price, 50c. per box ;
6boxes, | 2.50.

“ Grainger” Gives Advise.
Tioo the Edditur of the Fonegraf.
Deer Sur:
There is a grate deal of noo stuff
wich I want to rite about. 1 hav heerd
that you hav bin eleckted to go to
Orgusty this winter; I am glad and
hope you will engoy your “ otium cum
dignitate" ; This is Latin and meens—
the oats and dignity of your posishun.
I hope you will engoy both, only doant
sew any wild-oats; Orgusty is a grate
place for sewing and for ripping awlso!
The fust thing yov ort to do is to sea
to it that the rodes air well broke out
to Orgusty this winter so we can go
over and sea you. The next is for you
to look out for the farmers’ and the
Grainger’s interests. I hav awlreddy
ritten you about sum of these things.
Orono, borsespittles, ded acadermies,
etc, et settery; but there air utber
subjecks wich ort to be ritten about.
Sum peeple complane about my spellin, but I git there awl the sann, and am
no wu 8s than uthers. One of your
esteamed exchanges speaks of “ ringing
letter” ; it oi’t to hev prefixt a c to that
word “ ringing,’— yes Gorge, spel it with
a c. But to resoome—Fust we want you
to do sunthin to cut down our taxes —
yes, to put a stopper on awl taxes on
estaits if it is a pawsible thing to do it.
There air 2 noo things I want to mensliun to clay where we can save a little
taxation. Fust—there is the Portland
Eye and Ear Infirmity wich gits 85,000
a yere out of the Stait, yet it is a private
institushun! perhaps one barf of this
goes to Portland loryers however.
Then, seckund, we want you to investigait the cost of liteing that selebrated
place “Where little villains must submit to fate
That great ones may enjoy the world in
state.”

OCTOBER
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PRO B A TE C O lB T t NEWS.
Business Transacted at the Octo
ber Term .
[Special Correspondence to the P honograph )

F a r m i n g t o n , M e ., Oct. 5, 1600.

The following is the summary of
business transacted at the October term
of the Probate court held at Farmington,
in and for the county of Franklin.
James Morrison,
judge,
Frank W.
Butler, register.
Appointments were made as’ follows:
Cyrus N Blanchard, guardian of Almont
E W right of Wilton, minor, Emma L
Kinney, guardian of Nina L Rinney et al
of Madrid, minors; Martin L Fuller,
guardian of Walter S Fuller of Rangeley,
minor; Peter T Dascomb, guardian of
Bessie M Dascomb of Wilton, minor;
Henry R Fuller, guardian of A b ig a ils
Fuller of Phillips, non compos.
The following wills were presented
for probate: Jonathan Sanborn late of
Chesterville;
Josiah Brown late of
Farmington; Almon Lancaster late of
New Sharon.
W ill and codicil probated of: George
Gower late of Farmington, George W
Gower of Skowhegan appointed execu
tor.
Accounts were presented b y : George
W Gower, special administrator of the
estate of George Gower late of Farm
ington; William Lamb, administrator
of the estate of Joseph Lamb late of
Rangeley; A W Dutton, executor of
the last will and testament of George W
Harris late of New Sharon; Harry A
Furbish, administrator of the estate of
Baker Tufts late of Rangeley; Orren
Brackley, administrator with the will
annexed of the estate of Lois Brackley
late of Freeman.
Accounts were settled by: Minnie E
Cramp, administratrix of the estate of
Daniel O Cramp late of Chesterville;
Justus Webster, administra'or of the
estate of Lucy V Norcross late of Ches
terville; Lucy M Norton, admit istratrix of the estate of William S Norton
late of Freeman; George M D Will,
administrator of the estate of Caroline
Dow late of Avon; George W Wheeler
executor of the last will and testament
of Mary A Huse late of Farmington;
Frank Lander, administrator with the
will annexed of the estate of Joseph
Lander late of Farmington; D R Har
graves, administrator of the estate of P
D Small late of New Sharon; Frank
Lowell, guardian of D Prescott Lowell
and Harry Lowell legatees of the estate
of L P Lowell late of Phillips; J A
Norton, administrator of the estate of
Jeremiah R Norton late of Farmington;
Franklin W Patterson, administrator
with the will annexed of the estate of
Betsey W Stone late of Nevy Sharon;
Charles E Stone, anministrator of the
estate of William W Stone late of New
Sharon.
Inventories were returned as follows
by: James P Dudley, administrator of
the estate of W S Emery, late of Eustis,
with John R Viles, David A Butler and
A M Jones as appraisers; Fred N Stan
ley, administrator of the estate of Geo
W Stanley, late of Farmington, with
Laforest Tufts, M P Tufts and David E
Currier, all of Farmington, as apprais
ers; Granville Hackett, executor of the
last will and testament of Maria H
Hackett, late of Farmington, with J C
Tarbox, C H Pierce and N R Knowlton,
all of Farmington, as appraisers.
Petitions for administrations were
presented in the estates of: Calvin Pennock, late of Rangeley; Edwin N A t
wood, late of South Macon, Georgia;
Mary M True, late of Farmington.
Petitions for distribution were pre
sented in the following estates: Joseph
Lander,
late of Farmington, Frank
Lander, administrator, with the will an
nexed; Mary A. Huse, late of Farmington, George W Wheeler, executor; Paul
D Small, late of New Sharon, D R Har
graves, administrator.
Distribution ordered in the estate of:
Daniel Young, late of New Sharon, Asa
W Dutton, trustee, under the will.
Petition for license to sell personal es
tate in the estate of: George W Stanley,
late of Farmington, Fred N Stanley, ad
ministrator.
Petition for dismissal of guardian in
the estate of Helen L Alden of Farmington.
Warrant to commissioners of insol
vency returned in the estate of Harris
Vose, late of Kingfield, Chamler R
Vose, executor, with J H Thompson
and O W Simmons, as commissioners;
Samuel Carleton, late of Farmington,
with E O Greenleaf and Louis Voter, as
commissioners.
In the estate of Charles A Baker,
late of Kingfield, whose will was filed in
December 1899. Said will bequeathed
all his estate, including life insurance
policy, to Daniel A Cushman, and was
contested by W illiam Baker, father of
said Charles Baker.
A hearing was
held at the Probate court room before
Judge Morrison and the judge sustained
the will. The case was appealed to the
Supreme Judicial court and this Sep
tember term the following decree was
made: “ Appeal dismissed—Decree of
Lower court affirmed— W ill of Charles
A Baker allowed— The sum of twentyfive dollars allowed to appellant.
Case
remanded to Lower court for further
proceedings.”

I meen the Staits Prison— where sum
wood put me for riteing this if thay
coud only do it! It yoused 2 cost $800,
pur yere, as I am told, for yeers to life
this place until an elect-trick lite com
pany of Rocklund and Tomustan took it
1 i hand and thus razed the cost up to
$4500. Sum of our trends tride to investigait this at the last seshun of the
legislater, but the 3d house went up and
rolled logs onto this investigaitshun,
jest the Bairn as the doctors did for that
other investigaitshun of the Portland
Infirmity awlredy menshuned! But I
doant understand why peeple hev to
hav wine and good grub, little fish fride
in ile and awl sich things when thay
doo log-roaling.
Thare air sum moar things I wood
like to right about, but this will do for
2 day. In spite of awl I hev ritten and
xplaned about these things sum foaks
wunder how loryers live!
Jest now I hope the Main Lor wont
be re-peeled be 4 you git back; but my
opinyon on this will depend on the
effecks. Sum say the re-peeling w ill
maik less whiskey, sum say moar. A fter
doo deliberation, to wich I add cornj
siderble observation and—a little xperience—if you air goin to hev them rodes
West New Vineyard.
broke out w ell—I think the Main Lor
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Preston visited in
better stand.
Kingfield recently.
Onestly Ewers
Miss Annie Nottage from Cambridge,
.
G r a in g e r .
Mass., is visiting her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Phillips Main.
M. C. Barker.
Austin Hardy, who was given the care
of about 15 miles of road in the west
For sprains, swellings and lameness part of the town by the selectmen, has
there is nothing so good as Chamber put them in very good repair during the
lain’ s Pain Balm. Try it. For sale by past season.
W. A. D. Cragin, Phillips; E. H. W h it
Mr. Osmon Hardy from Garland, Me.,
ney, Rangeley; Dyer’ s Drug store, is in town.
Strong, and Lester L. Mitchell, KingMrs. Cynthia Spear, who died in
Farmington last week, was buried in
field.
the cemetery at West New Vineyard.

Tem ple.
Miss Susie L. Hackett of New Vine
yard, who has been teaching the inter
vale school is very sick with the meas
les and pneumonia.
Dr. Staples is
attending her. Lena Dunsmore is also
quite sick with the measles.
Miss Ella Hamlin, who has been
teaching school in Rangeley, has re
turned home.
Mrs! Abbie Fenderson is visiting her
son, Mark Fenderson of New York.
Mrs. V. B. Hamlin is stopping with
her son, Chester, of East Wilton.
Mrs. Flora Voter, who has been
spending a week at Varnum’ s pond,
caug it a 2 -pound salmon while there.

buy
Johnson’s
i !%W Anodyne
Liniment

TW O ,

In two size
bottles,25cts.
and 50 cents.
The l a t t e r Is
more economical,
containing 3 of the
former. For 90 years
'rS

A nodyne L i n i m e n t
I. 8. JOHNSON A UO.,
Boston, Mane.

F l f a child is ailing don’t neglect to t e s t ^ ^
for worms. Give several doses of
S

(

M gg*

•;;;

*,’d

Opening o f .

Fall and Winter
Millinery

TRUE’ S PIN WORM ELIXIR I

Legal Notices.

If worms are present they will be expelled. A harmless H
vegetable tonic, making rich, pure blood. At your drug- B

’ gists, 35o. D r. J. F. T r u e &. Co. A u bu rn , Me.

U

Estate o f CALVIN PENNOCK.
RANKLIN, SS : At a Court of Probate holdeji at Farmington, within anti for the
County of Franklin, on the first Tuesday of
October, A. D. 1900.
Whereas a petition has been duly filed
by James E Haley, praying that administra
tion on the estate of Calv’n Pennock, late of
Rangeley, In said county, deceased, may be
granted to himself or some other suitable
person:
O r d e r e d , That said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested, by causing this
order to be published three weeks successively in the P h i l l i p s P h o n o g r a p h , pub
lished at Phillips, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Farmington, in
said county, on the first Tuesday of Novem
ber next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
JAMES MORRISON, Judge.
Attest, F r a n k W. B u t l e r , Register.

Dr. J . R . K i t t r i d g e , D e n t i s t ,

Estate o f BAB KB TU FT S .

of F a r m in g t o n , M a i n e .

F

TIMBERLAKE
& SMITH'S,
Saturday, Oct. 6.
N O T IC E .

At a court of Probate holden
WILLJBE AT
at Farmington, within and for the County
of Franklin, on the first Tuesday of Octo
ber, A. D., 1900.
Hotel Franklin, Strong, Sept. 17.
Lewis Reed’s, Reed’s Mill, Sept. 18, a. m.
Harry A. Furbish, administrator of the
Hotel Hinkley, Rangeley, Sept. 19 and
estate of Baker Tufts, late of Kangeley, In
said county, deceased, having presented his 20 a. m.
Shaw House, Eustis, Sept. 22.
second account of administration of the es
Lake House, Flagstaff. Sept. 24.
tate of said deceased for allowance :
Hotel Blanchard, Stratton, Sept. 21.
O r d e r e d , That said administrator give no
Dr. Proctor’s, Weld, Oct. 3.
tice to all persons interested, by causing this
C. E. McLain’s, Berry Mills, Oct. 2.
order to be published three weeks succes
Frank Ranger’s, Wilton, Oct. 4, a. in.
sively in the P h i l l i p s P h o n o g r a p h , pub
The rest of the time at his office, 64 Main
lished at Phillips, that they may appear
street,
Farmington where he will be pleased
at a Probate court to be held at Farmington,
All
in said county, on the first Tuesday of No to see all in need of his services.
operation?
pertaining to dentistry carefully
vember next, at ten of the clock m the fore
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why performed. Special attention given to pre
serving the natural teeth. Teeth extracted
the same should not be allowed.
without pain a specialty. Artificial work of
JAMES MORRISON, Judge.
all kinds promptly and carefully done
Attest, F r a n k W . B u t l e r , Register.
Teeth extracted free when plates are made
All work warranted.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Estate o f JOSEPH LAMB.
Entrance 64 Main St., next door to C E
RANKLIN, SS : At a Court of Probate hold Marr’s drug store.
en at Farmington, within and for the
County of Franklin, on the first Tuesday of
October, A. I>., 1900.
William Lamb, administrator of the estate
of Joseph Lamb, late of Rangeley, in said
county, deceased, having presented his first
account of administration of the estate of
said deceased for allowance :
O r d e r e d , That said administrator give
notice to all persons interested, by causing
this order to be published three weeks suc
cessively in the P h i l l i p s
Phonograph,
published at Phillips, that they may appear
at a Probate Court to be held at Farmington,
in said county, on the first Tuesday of Novem
ber next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
FOR
JAMES MORRISON, Judge.
Attest, F r a n k W. B u t l e r , Register.

F

r a n k l in

, ss .

F

BUC

DEATH

Estate o f LOIS B B A C K LE Y.

Potatoes, Gardens and Shrubbery

SS : At a Court of Probate holden
at Farmington, within and for the countv
F RANKLIN,
of Franklin, on the first Tuesday of October,

A. D. 1900.
Orren Brackley, administrator with the
will annexed of the estate of Lois Brackley,
late of Freeman, in said county, deceased,
having presented Ills first account of admin
istration of the estate of said deceased for
allowance :
O r d e r e d , that said administrator give no
tice to ail persons interested, by causing this
order to be published three weeks succes
sively in the P h i l l i p s P h o n o g r a p h pub
lished at Phillips, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Farmington, in
said county, on the first Tuesday of Novem
ber next, at teno’clock in the forenoon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be granted.
JAMES MORRISON, Judge.
Attest, F r a n k W . B u t l e r , Register.

AND

C A T T L E OIL
for the cow, to keep the flies
away.

SANDY
R IV E R

Notice.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
Charles A. Baker, late of Kingfield,
In the County of Franklin, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.

CREAMERY

S. G. H A LEY,
P hillips,

-

-

M aine.

D a n i e l H. C u s h m a n .

October 2,1900.

Petition

o f FLA B A
W O B TH LEY.

CABB

S

u p p l ie s.

RANKLIN, SS: At a Court of Probate holden
I keep constantly on hand a complete
at Farmington, within and for the county
of Franklin, on the first Tuesday of October, stock of Rims, Spokes, in fact a full line of
A. D. 1900.
Carriage and Blacksmith Supplies. I have a
Whereas a petition has been duly filed by large amount of Iron from one to three
Flora Carr Wortliley of Strong, praying that inches, any amount of Band Iron, all sizes
her name may be changed and tliat.‘ she may
be allowed to take the name of Flora Ellen I purchased this stock before the rise in Iron
C arr:
and now my customers get the benefit of It.
O r d e r e d , That said petitioner give notice
HHW ••«•••• ••«•••it
to all persons interested, by causing this
order to be published three weeks successive
ly in the P h i l l i p s P h o n o g r a p h , published
at Phillips, that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court to be held at Farmington, in said
county, on the first Tuesday of November
M A IN E .
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and P H I L L I P S ,
show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
JAMES MORRISON, Judge.
D E N T A L NOTICE.
Attest, F r a n k W . B u t l e r , Register.

F

G. E. RIDEOUT, Blacksmith,

ARTIFICIAL TEETH.

Notice.

The great purchnse of iooo sets oi S. S . White's
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he and Gustie’s best teeth by D r. E . B a ile y , Dentist
has been duly appointed Administrator of Lewiston, has made a sensation. These teeth are
the estate of
fresh from the factory with all the latest moulds and
Marcia K. Haley, late of Rangeley,
shades.
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and
For quick returns I have decided to make any patient
given bond as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said a set for the low, price of '$5.00 on the best rubbet
deceased are desired to present the same for plate. 25 years’ experience in fitting the most difficu
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re cases will insure you a set of the best teeth made.

quested to make payment immediately.
E r n e s t L. H a l e y .
Sept. 4,1900.

lO H N S O N ’S
has been the favorite household
remedy for inflammation in
all forms.
_

Worms?

Home Corresponflence School,

V ery T r uly ,

Dr. E. BAILEY, Dentist,
Journal Block, Lewiston, Me
«W H B H M H H B m H a n B O W M B H M H M B a a H a n n s n H a a B a M

Springfield, Mass.
8 . L. Savage,
Work endorsed by educational mpervisors
Carriage work and wood work of every
We teach Business,* Stenography, Electrical description done In a workmanlike manner
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Sta Lower floor connecting with Rideont’s new
tionery and Locomotive. Addrers
blacksmith shop
G eo . W. W e b s t e r , Farmington, Me

P H ILLIPS
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PHONOGRAPH.

T A L K OF NORTH F R A N K L IN . TA L a OF NORTH F R A N K L IN . Thousands Have Kidney Trouble
and Don’t Know it.
— Master Seward Hoyt found a ripe
raspberry this week.
—Mr. and Mrs John Tirrell of Strong
were in town Saturday.
— The Union services will be held in
the vestry next Sunday.
— George French made a business trip
to Kingfield last Monday.
— The preaching service at West Phil
lips will begin at 2 30 p. m.
— Mrs. W. E. Millett was in Farmington for a few days this week.
— H. I. Spinney of Farmington is put
ting steam heat into the Phillips Hotel.
— The King’ s Daughters will meet
with Mrs. Ilda Towle, Friday evening,
Oct. 19.
— Anthony Tibbetts of Rangeley is
staying with Harry Kilgore for a few
days’ visit.
— Mrs. P. H. Winslow of Gardiner
came to Franklin county with her hus
band this week.
— Mrs. Walter Toothaker and Mrs. Ed
West made a business trip to Farmington last Saturday.
— Miss Bertha True has charge of Miss
Bana Beal’ s store this week while Miss
Beal is out of town.
— Dana Sweet, son of Mr. Timothy
Sweet, of Avon went to Auburn last
week to learn the machinist’s trade.
-¿Mrs. J. W. Brackett and children
spent Saturday and Sunday at Long
pond with Mr. E. H. Shepard and fam
ily— The Ladies’ Aid society of the M.
E. church will give a baked bean sup
per in Grange hall Wednesday evening,
Oct. 17.
— Miss Carrie Boston, who has been
working in the Jenkins-Bogert novelty
mill in Kingfield, has been home for a
few days.
— Misses Lottie and Eva Pratt, who
have been making a month’s visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Wells, returned home
last Saturday.
—Dr. J. H. Rollin fell through a scut
tle hole from his loft last Tuesday morn
ing and broke three ribs. He is getting
along well at present.
— Mrs. Mary Brackett is quite ill.
Prof, and Mrs. Brackett returned from
Lewiston to Phillips for a few days on
account of her sickness.
— Mrs. Lena Winter and children, who
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. William
Quimby for a few weeks, have returned
to their home in Kingfield.
—Rev. W. P. Lord, wife and daughter,
of Farmington and Rev. J. E. Clancy,
wife and daughter, spent an enjoyable
day with Rev. T. N. Kewley of Strong.
— Frank Haley entertained a few
friends at his home on School street last
Friday evening, the occasion being a re
ception to Misses Lottie and Eva Pratt.
—Mr. Timothy Sweet of Avon met
with quite a severe accident Monday of
last week. He fell from an apple tree
while gathering apples and injured his
CQ.llar bone, Dr. Bell attended him.
— In a recent letter from Sybil Sar
gent of Big Springs, Wis,, she tells of
a big day’s work done by the two sons
of Mr. J. B. Stowers, who, Monday,
Oct. 1, husked 100 baskets of corn.
— Judge Whitehouse was here last
Friday and heard the contested case be
tween Mrs. Mabel Hoyt and Parker &
Shepard, owners of the Phillips Hotel.
Pratt for hotel owners; Timberlake &
Noble for Mrs. Hoyt. Decision reserved.
— The many friends of Elliot C. Dill,
the Augusta correspondent of the Lew 
iston Journal, are congratulating him
on his engagement to Miss Gertrude
Parsons of Gardiner. During his resi
dence in this city Mr. Dill has made
many friends, not only among the news
paper men of the cuy, but among the
men of prominence in State and local
affairs, who hold him in the highest
esteem, not only on account of his
bright work with his pen, but also
through his genial and gentlemanly
manners. Miss Parsons is one of the
prominent young ladies of Gardiner
and the daughter of the late John
Parsons of this city, where Miss Parsons
has a great many friends. The Journal
joins with hosts of others in offering
congratulations, —Kennebec Journal.
N e w A d v e r t is e m e n t s .

Miss Addie Gray, Bangor, advertis
es a school of millinery to be established
at Farmington.
Estate of Calvin Pennock.
Estate of Baker Tufts.
Estate of Joseph Lamb.
Estate of Lois Brackley.
Petition of Flora Carr Worthley.
Notice.
Bradford, Conant & Co. sell good
furniture at low prices. See their ad.
W ilfred McLeary,
Farmington, in
serts an ad.
Edgar R. Toothaker advertises school
supplies.
James B. Stevenson, attorney and
counselor at law has an ad.
A. R. Hayes advertises billiard tables,
pool tables and hay press for sale.

12,

1900.

Strong.

The Sandy River R. R. Co., in connec
tion with their new depot, are putting
H o w T o F in d Out.
—Miss Bana Beal is in Boston this
week.
Fill a bottle or common glass with your in a fine sewer system for their own use.
The water for the use at the station and
— The monthly business meeting of water and let it stand twenty-four hours;
sediment or set for the filling of the tanks to the en
the Epworth League was held at the
tling indicates an
home of Mrs. Leland Ross. It was a
gines is taken from a spring about a
unhealthy condi
pleasant social gathering. Refreshments
third of a mile from the depot and is
tion
of
the
kid
were served.
neys; if it stains conveyed by means of pipes to a cistern
— Miss Willard of California who has
your linen it is well, which w ill hold about 15,000 gal
been visiting her cousin, Mrs. C. E
evidence of kid
Parker and other relatives for several
ney trouble; too lons. The cistern is connected with the
weeks, leaves Phillips this week. She
frequent desire to depot, and from it to conduct waste
will visit Auburn and Boston.
pass it or pain in water, a sewer is being laid to the river.
the back is also
Mrs. Harry Atwood, who has been
convincing proof that the kidneys and blad
visiting relatives in town, has returned
der are out of order.
to her home in East Wilton.
W h a t to D o.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
John Tirrell and wife drove to Phil
Showing Many Pretty and Be often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp- lips, Saturday.
Root, the great kidney remedy fulfills every
Elmer Keniston was the guest of
coming Styles In Hats
wish in curing rheumatism, pain in the
back, kidneys, liver, bladder and every part Miss Tlieo Carr over Sunday.
of the urinary passage. It corrects inability
Arthur Beedy made a business trip to
Attractively Trimmed With Vel to hold water and scalding pain in passing Strong, Monday.
it, or bad effects following use of liquor,
vets, Feathers and Fur.
W ill Wilbur, who has been at the
wine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
Birches this summer, is in town for a
The rain of last Saturday did not pre necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times few days.
vent many appreciative attendants at
during the night. The mild and the extra
Shepard Huff shot a deer on his farm
the millinery openings which were held ordinary effect of Swam p«R oot is soon
last Monday.
in town on the afternoon of that day, realized. It stands the highest for its won
Miss Helen Lovejoy is visiting her
and the array of stylishly trimmed hats derful cures of the most distressing cases.
If you need a medicine you should have the sister, Mrs. Harry Atwood, in Wilton
and bonnets which greeted the eye
best. Sold by druggists in 50c. and$l. sizes. this week.
made, with their bright, soft colorings,
You may have a sample bottle of this
Earle Carr of Farmington, spent Sun
a pleasing contrast to the gray sky wonderful
day with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
discovery
and a book that tellsr
Chas. Carr.
without.
more about it, both sent|
Daggett & W ill will commence opera
A t Miss Beal’s were seen the follow
absolutely free by mail,
tions on their new store this week.
ing creations of millinery skill which address Dr. Kilmer & Home of Swamp-Root.
Oscar Sweet has returned from a few
we deem especially worthy of mention: Co., Binghamton, N. Y. When writing men
days’ trip to Portland.
tion
reading
this
generous
offer
in
this
paper.
A large brown felt hat with trim
Marshall Moore is clerking for C. E.
mings of the same golden brown hue
Dyer during his absence at Portland.
and two brown and white wings was the
Pexixaps the hat which presented the
Mrs. Frank Dyer and Mrs. E. C. Gates
first hat which we observed and as we most costly materials artisticallyarrauged have returned from Boston, where they
admired
that with its soft, warm was a small black hat, rolling from the have been visiting relatives.
face, the x-im faced in with white corded
Mr. Ed Vaughan has returned from a
shades, there came into view just be silk, edge finished with a roll of chenille
yond, a neat but exceedingly stylish and tinsel over white maline net. This business trip to Portland and Boston.
After an absence of sixteen years from
looking black felt turban trimmed with j was trimmed with three black ostrich
loops of black satin having folds of j plumes and a bird of paradise feather, his native land Rev. T. N. Kewley, pas
stitched velvet, black tips and buckles, i with braided black chiffon and large jet tor of the Methodist church in Strong,
has recently visited his early home in
Another—a small hat—rolled back buckle, and the effect was decidedly the Isle of Man. His return furnished
stylish.
from the face and the crown was entire
his church and people a very pleasant
Among the new things accessory to
ly covered with black silk with white
occasion for friendly greeting on W ed
dress
were
shown
graduated
belts
of
polka dots.
A high draping of the
nesday evening following his return
same in front and a buckle made an ef plain black and polka dotted velvet, and when a happy company of sixty or more
velvet
ribbon
ties
finished
at
the
ends
fective finish.
met in the boarding house on Allen
A novelty in the hat line this fall is with white silk tassels.
campground and gave Mr. and Mrs.
A full line of doilies and new designs Kewley a very cordial reception. Men
seen in corded felt, and when this is
shown in the shape of a large, black hat in battenburg lace were also seen, women, boys and girls were glad to
heavily trimmed with black plumes and among the latter being collars and neck grasp their hands again after a separa
velvet ribbon, its becoming droop is tie ends. These or other fancy work tion of nearly three months. An hour
articles are always daintily arranged at of pleasant chat and hearty handshaking
much admired.
the millinery openings of Timberlake & introduced the more public though in
For children’s wear, two pretty hats Smith.
formal exercises of the evening. Mr.
were seen—one in old blue felt with
J. A. Norton, lately from the Pennsyl
trimmings of white silk polka dotted in
vania Reform school, acted as master of
blue, and two white wings; the other, a
Wedding Bells.
ceremonies, and, considering the fact
darker, navy blue having dainty bows
A
very
pretty
home
wedding
occurred
that he has so recently been let out of
of bright plaid ribbon and quills.
Miss Beal has just received something at high noon Tuesday the 9th inst., at such a place, he acquitted himself with
new in the glove line, which she says the nice farm home of Mr. and Mrs. much credit and dignity. A social sing
for nearly half an hour, with Miss Rena
will be much worn this season.
They Chauncy Bangs;
when their second Walker at the organ, was greatly en
are knit of bright, colored yarns, plain
and plaided, and w ill iusure warmth to daughter, Mable Etta, was united in joyed by the singers at least, when the
the hands of children, for whose wear marriage to Mr. Henry Augustus Saw command for order was promptly
yer of New Sharon. The ceremony was obeyed and prayer was offered by the
they are especially adapted.
performed by the Rev. Mr, W ill Phillips guest. A fine poem of welcome, writ
of the Methodist Church, New Sharon. ten for the occasion by Mrs. E Bernaid
As we crossed the street and paused The bridal couple were attended as Vining, was gracefully read by her
for a few moments in front of the m illi follows: Best man, Mr. Henry Leman daughter, Mrs. Grace E. W ill, followed
nery shop of Timberlake & Smith, the of Readfieid; maid of honor, Miss Abbie by appropriate remarks from the pre
pleasing vision in red and white which Bangs, sister of tlx bride; bridesmaids, siding official, Mr. Chas. W. Shaw and
filled the window, cast its bright reflec Miss Maud Steadman of Portland and others. The response by Mr. Kewley
tion on the gloom outside. The white Miss Marion Pomeroy of New Sharon. was, of course, happy and appropriate,
coverings were scattered o’ er with au The marriage ceremony was performey as was expected from his lips. An
tumn leaves, and these same signs of in the parlor, which was beautifully abundance of ice cream and cakes had
fading summer, were used in the deco festooned with clematis and evergreen been thoughtfully provideo by the good
vines interwoven with autumn leaves, sisters and these were now served in
rations within.
But our time being somewhat limited, also on tables and shelf were many good taste. A t half past ten o’ clock the
we were forced to turn our eyes from potted plants, and boquets in vases. company turned their faces homeward,
Nature’ s beauties to those which, The bridegroom was dressed in conven and with common consent it was pro
though artificial, bespoke the work of tional black, full dress with boquet at nounced a “ good time.” We are pleased
true millinery artists, and which well the left front, of carnation pinks and to subjoin Mrs. Vining’s poem.
maidenhair ferns.
The
bride
was
merited our admiration.
WELCOME HOME.
dressed in white muslin which was
On the show case was a large toque trimmed and arranged in exceptionally
Since wind and wave tlieir kindly aid have
made of heliotrope velvet with crown of
lent
good taste; she carried a boquet of
To speed the wand’rer to his journey’s end,
purple|roses and a|draping of heliotrope,
white carnation pinks. The best man With thankful hearts and greetings warm
buff and white soft satin ribbon drawn
and maid of honor were very similarly
and true
through an enormous steel buckle, and
dressed. The bridesmaids were also We welcome thee, our pastor and our friend.
this was one of the daintiest.
dressed in white muslin with boquets That power which holds the universe in place.
Another large hat claimed our atten attached.
Yet stoops to note the sparrow’s downward
fall,
tion, being made of deep red mirior vel
After
the
marriage
ceremony,
a
very
Has brought thee safely o’er the boundless
vet, trimmed with black tips, black vel
deep
nice
and
fashionable
lunch
was
served,
vet ribbon and cut steel buckles.
which was arranged and carried out Back to thy home at duty’s earnest call.
The stylish effect produced by fur under the supervision of Mrs. Bell Gil
And may thy spirit, strengthened and re
trimmings was illustrated by a dark man of “ Beechwood,”
Farmington.
mewed,
brown velvet with drapery over the side The table containing many useful as Take up the work that’s given thee to do;
of turquoise blue velvet and white lace, well as ornamental presents, presented For truly now the fields are gleaming white
and trimmed with brown and turquoise a very fine appearance. A fter listening With harvest, and the laborers are few.
velvet with stitched edge, steel buckle, to several selections from Mr. J. H. While yet with us thine earthly lot is east,
loopings of mink and having an edge of Carvill’s gramophone, also duet by Rev. The noble mission be it ours to share,—
To lure men upward from the ways of sin
the same kind of fur.
Mr. Phillips and Miss Abbie Bangs, and To lives of purity, of hope and prayer.
Noticeable, also, but entirely different several solos by Mr. Phillips, accompa So may God’s blessing rest on thee and thine
from the one described above, was a hat nied on the piano by Mrs. Bert Farmer, Until, at length, earth’s pilgrimage is o’er,
of mulberry felt, trimmed with change youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.. And through the mists the final call is heard
able silk with bands of stitched velvet Rangs, all o f which were finely rendered Which bids thee welcome to a fairer shore.
in a lighter shade than the hat, a breast The party broke up amid showers of
rice, good wishes and goodbys,
and rhinestone buckles,
$100 Reward $100.
R.S.S.
Nor would we forget the bonnets, for
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
in our opinion one whioh was brought
learn that there is at least one dreaded dis
forward by Miss Timberlake for our ex
ease that science has been able to cure in all
8 tony Brook, Stratton.
amination [would compare favorably
its stages and that is Catarrh. H all’s Catarrh
Charles Greene and wife of Skowhe- Cure is the only positive cure known to the
with the most elaborate hats. It was a
fraternity. Catarrh being a consti
becoming shape, covered with black vel gan were called to Eustis Sunday by the medical
tutional disease, requires a constitutional
vet draped across the front with eciu death of Mrs. Greene’ s father, Mr. Wm. treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taxen in
ternally, acting directly upon the blood end
lace over nile green mirior velvet, trim Wright.
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby des
med with jet wings, accordion plaited
Mrs. S. J. Hinds and Harry Hinds troying the foundation of the disease and
chiffon and large jet slide across the visited in Madison last week and at giving the patient strength by building up
the constitution and assisting nature in doing
front. Long black velvet ribbon ties tended the cattle show and fair.
its work. The proprietors have so much faith
completed a bonnet which any lady
Adelbert Morrison and Geo. Vaughan in its curative powers that they offer One
might be proud to possess and wear.
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to
are doing the thrashing in town.

NOT CURE-ALLS.

a

GLIMPSES OF MILLINERY

Distorts Muscles,
Shatters Nerves,
Stittens Joints.

Is due to an acid poison which gains access to the blood through failure of the proper
organs to carry off and keep the system clear of all morbid, effete matter. This poison
through the general circulation is deposited in the joints, muscles and nerves, causing the most intense pain.
Rheumatism may attack with such suddenness and severity as to make within a few days a healthy,
active person helpless and bed-ridden, with distorted limbs and shattered nerves ; or it may be slow in
severe enough to make one feel uncomfortable; the tenbecome chronic.
often inherited, and exposure to damp or cold, want of proper
calculated to impair
the health, will frequently
cause it to develop
mg,
_
.
_
in early life, but more often not until middle age or later. In whatever form, whether acute or chronic,

if ie “

OCTOBER

R h eu m atism is S t r i c t i y a B i o o d D is e a s e ,

and no liniment or other external treatment can reach the trouble. Neither do the preparations of potash
and mercury, and the various mineral salts, which the doctors always prescribe, cure Rheumatism, but
ruin the digestion and break down the constitution.
A remedy which builds up the general health and at the same time rids the system of the poison is
the only safe and certain cure for Rheumatism. S. 8 . S., made of roots, herbs and barks of wonderful
solvent, purifying properties, attacks the disease in the right way, and in the right place— the blood — and quickly neutralizes
the acid and aissolves all poisonous deposits, stimulates and reinforces the overworked, worn-out organs, and clears the system
of all unhealthy accumulations. S. S. 3. cures permanently and thoroughly, and keeps
the blood in a pure, healthy state.
Mr. J. O. Malley, 1*3 W. 15th Street, Indianapolis, Ind,, for eighteen months was so terribly afflicted
oable to feed or dress himself. Doctors said his case Was hopeless. He had
with Rheumatism he was una
tried fifty-two prescriptions that friends had given him, without the slightest relief. A few bottles of
8. cured him permanently, and he has never had a rheumatic pain since. This was five years ago.
8. 3. S

W e will send free onr special book on Rheumatism, which should be in the hands
of every sufferer from this torturing disease. Our physicians have made blood and skin
diseases a life study, and will give you any information or advice wanted, so write them
fully and freely about your case. We make no charge whatever for this service. Addres», SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, 6 a.

cure. Send for list of icstimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O.
JEg“ Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

Births.
Farmington, Oct 5, to Mr and Mrs Dexter F
True, a daughter.
Waterville, Oct 6, to Mr and Mrs H L Simp
son , a son.

I believe there is a remedy for every dis
ease, I have 57 different Cures for 57 differ
ent aliments. Science will some time dis
cover the others.—MUNYON.
Prof. Munyon does not believe in any
“cure-alls;” he has none; none ever existed;
none ever will. As shown above, he is a
firm believes that there is a specific remedy
for every diease, and he has now 57 different
rernedi es for 67 different ailments. Each
one of his Cures is labeled just what it is,
just what it will do. His Rheumatism Cure
will cure Rheumatism—-all forms of it, in
cluding Lumbago and Sciatica, but it will
NOT cure Dyspepsia; but his Dyspepsia
Cure W IL L Cure Dyspepsia; Indigestion, and
any stomach trouble arising from any dis
arrangement of the digestive organs. And
this runs all through his list of remedies;
each is a positive cure for a special disease,
andthe directions upon it are so clear, so
simple, so plain, that all who are sick can
doctor themselves and be sure they are rece ving the proper treatment. Tills feature
has made Prof. Munyon’s Remedies the most
popular before the public. But if you are in
doubt, and think you may really need the
advice ot a physician, you should write Mun
yon’s staff of skilled physicians who will ad
vise you by mail without cost.
Munyon’s s7 Remedies—each a «-epa^ate cure
are W sale at all druggists’—mostly 25 cents
each.
If you have Rheumatism try Munyon’s
Rheumatism Cure ; if you have a Cold, try
his Cold Cure; if you have Dyspepsia, try his
Dyspepsia Cure; if you have any Kidney
trouble, try his Kidney Cure ; if vou have
Constipation, try his Constipation Cure.
Munyon has a specific remedy for most every
disease; mostly 25 cents, at any drug store)
Munyon’s Inhaier cures Catarrh. Bronchitis
etc. Price (with all medicines complete.,

Madrid, Oct 6, at the home of the bride’s
E W eb
both of

arents, by Rev J B Ranger, Bonney
EMadrid.
er and Miss Zernie M Stinchfield,

Malden, Mass, Sept 26, Madella A Hardy,
eldest daughter of M Y B Hardy, Esq, of New
Vineyard, and Freeman B Webber of Malden.
East Wilton. Oct 3, by Rev W L Phillips of
New Sharon, Ned Butterfield of Chesterville
and Miss Anna M Phillips of East Wilton.
Farmington, Oct 9, by Rev W L Phillips, H
Augustus Sawyer of New Sharon and Miss
Mabel Bangs of Farmington.
Fort Fairfield, Oct 7, by Nicholas Fessen
den, Esq, Lemuel B Hodgkins of Farmington
and Clara Emma King of Caswell.

Deaths.
Farmington, Oct 3, Henry T Presson, aged
80 years, 4 mos, 6 days.
Bean’s Corner, Oct 8, Mrs S S Bean.
Auburn, Oct 6, Mrs Eunice, widow of Henry
Melntire, formerly of New Sharon.
Solon, Sept 29, Muriel, daughter of W P and
Phila Greene Hutchins, aged 1 year, 6 mos, 7
days.

GOODS
Have just returned from
the city with a fine fine of
new and up-to-date goods.

$ 1 .00 .

1505 Arcb Street. PM M elpM a, Pa. New Suits,
C. W. BELL. M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.

New^Overcoats,

(Office at residence of J. H. Bell.)
8TRONG,
.
Telephone connection

.

MAINE.

New Hats,

Cheap prices in spring styles in

f

New Caps,
W all Paper
I
- iND~
I
I
C urtains I New Sw eaters,

J
j

j

C. E. DYER S

j

Drug Store,
Strong,

.

.

j

.

risine,

j

New Shirts,

»----------- -------------------------- ---------.

.

E N S I G N

.

.

The greatest producing son of Alelayone,
Chestnut stallion, 16 hands, weight 1200, foaled
June, 1896; a pure gaited trotter; sire Alclayone 2 20 1-4, by Alcyone 2.27, by George Wilkes
2.22. Dam Princess, by Ringwood, by Edward
Everett. Will make the season of 1900 at the
residence of subscriber on Pleasant street.
Rangeley village. Terms $10, to Insure a foal
.jolts holden for service.
J. R. TOOTHAKER, Rangeley, Me.
PER HONTH and expenses can be
made by a capable woman. Perma
nent position.
Experience unnecessary
Write at once for particulars.
Cl a r k & Co.. 234 S 4th St., Phila., Pa

New Neckwear,
New Hosiery.
The styles are right.
prices are

right,

and

Tlia
the

quality is right.

0. F. .
FIELD
With special line ot School Supplies
AT

E d g a r R. T o o t h a k e r ’ s.

& C O .,

Just received a new lot o f

Farter Fountain Pens,
one of the best make
pens.

to you and tell you
them.

about

Also L ad ies’ Gold
Chains,

Stone

Rings, etc.
I still have

some fine

and medium priced Baby
Carriages in stock.
Croquet Sets 6o cts. and
up.

A. M. Greenwood,
Jew elry.

No. 5 Beal Block,

of

Let me show them

Watches,

Marriages.

NEW

Furniture.

I have in my store a ladles
gold watch that has not been
called for.
I think through
some mistake, l have delivered
to the owner of it a watch that
does not belong to them. Will
the party please come to my
store and have them exchanged.
The watch that I have is com
paratively a new one.
A. M. GREENWOOD,
Jeweler Phillips.

'Phillios, Maine.

PH ILLIPS

PHONOGRAPH,

OCTOBER

12,

1900

7

day forenoon, October 3rd, when the
FRISKY AUTOMOBILES.
marriage of Miss Bernadine Larrabee,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Larra
bee of Kingfield, to Schuyler Austin, T o Be P n M h io n a b le Y o n S h o u ld O w n
O n e o f t h e B n c k in t ; K i n d .
son of Mrs. Anna d. Austin of FarmingI f you wish to rank as the social
ton was solemnized at 1 1 o’ clock at the
home of the bride’s parents ou Main equal of men whose fortunes run into
FLATIRONS.
street, by Rev. E. R. Smith of the Old eight figures, you must have an auto
M rs. Potts’s detachable handles, marked down from
South Congregational church of Farm mobile that rears, bucks, snorts at
$ i .50 to 95 cents.
ington. In society there are no young baby
carriages, chases policemen,
people more popular or with a wider
butts down fences, jumps over walls,
circle of friends than Miss Larrabee and
BISHOP HAND SAWS.
Mr. Austin. Miss Larrabee is a gradu turns handsprings and conducts itself
Great reduction in price for one week.
ate of the Farmington Normal school in in every respect like an unbroken bi-onthe class of 1900. The groom is a rising cho—only more so.
STANLEY PLANES.
You don’t believe It? Then read the
young business man of Kingfield, being
engaged in the grocery business. There follow ing true stories of the adventures
Marked down from $ 1.75 to $1.25, from $1.50 to
were few invitations sent out, the mem of mobe busting millionaires:
gi 15, #1.35 to $1.10, $1.25 down to $1.00.
bers of the two families and a few
W illiam K. Vanderbilt, Jr., stands at
R em em ber that this is for one week only.
friends of the contracting parties being the head of the automobile fraternity
the only ones present. The ceremony
in this country because he has a
was iu accordance with the Episcopal
4
service with the single ring. Mr. Larra French machine of greater speed and
bee, the father of the bride giving her more wicked temper than any other in
away in marriage. The
bride
was America, because he has broken the
gowned in white muslin over taffeta, record from Newport to Boston and
with demi train. The groom wore the back and because he has frightened
conventional black. The bridesmaid more people and poultry and had more
was Miss Bernice Russell of Farmington trouble with the police than any other
a lifelong friend and associate of the automobilist.
bride and the best man was Clinton
But his chief claim to leadership is
Churchill of Farmington. In one of
Farmington,
Maine,
the rooms, completely filling a large that he has been more nearly killed by
table, were the wedding gifts, consist his mobe in more kinds of ways than
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
ing mostly of solid silver ware present-1 any other millionaire in the United
ed by friends and members of the two States.
GOOD judge must have both experience
families. Mr. and Mrs. Larrabee left on I Mr. Vanderbilt’s most stirring ex
Stoves, T i n w a r e a n d H a r d w a r e ,
the 1 o’ clock train for an extended v is it ! perience was with the high spirited
Builders’ H ardw are, Paints,
and learning. A housekeeper should
to Boston, New York and Minneapolis. machine which preceded his French
Oils and Class, F is h in g T a c k le ,
j flier.
He started out from Newport
be a good judge for she too must have
C uns , A m m u n i t i o n a n d
one night in a fog, bound for Belvoir.
A M id n ig h t E s c a p a d e ,
Arthur
Kemp,
in
command
of
a
second
Sporting Coods,
I t was midnight as a thundering
experience and learning or she may think that
knock came at the door of room No. 4S, automobile, made the pace. When he
Doors, S ashes, Blinds.
.
reached
the
summit
of
GrosvenoFs
Phenix hotel.
the soaps made to look like Ivory Soap are just
“ W hat Is wanted?" asked the occu hill, young Mr. Vanderbilt tried to ap
ply the brake. It wouldn’t work. The
Plumbing and Piping promptly attended to.
pant as he sat up in bed with furiously
as good. W ith experience she will know
machine tore down hill like a cannon
beating heart.
ball.
Its
owner
threw
over
the
lever
to
“ W e want you! Open this door!”
that they lack the remarkable qualities of the
; revex-se the power. It was done too
Kingfield.
R. 1). SIMONS, M. I).,
“ N ever!”
suddenly. The mobe snorted and turn
The
new
building,
which
is
being
“ Then take the consequences.”
Physician and Surgeon.
genuine. Ivory Soap— 9943y6o per cent, pure.
ed a somersault.
built by the towu ou Main street fur a
KING FIELD ,
The man sprang out of bed and hur
COPYRIGHT 1899 BY TH E PROCTER A GAMBLE CO. CINCINNATI
When
young
Mr.
Vanderbilt
was
Telephone.
M AIN E.
selectmen’s office, Lose house and jail, riedly dressed himself. His face was
pulled from under the wreckage, he
pale
and
his
hands
trembled,
but
he
is nearly completed. Mr. Chas. French,
was believed to be dead. He was un
the contractor, is rushing the work and shut his lips with a determination to
conscious, and there was a large gash
by Saturday the work will be finished. sell his life dearly.
He heard foot
Farmington.
The contract calls for a building 25x24. steps. moving In the hall, and presently In his head. But after a few days in
A R e fle c t io n .
Successors to W. B. SMALL.
Work has just commenced on the new
On the lirst door there will be an office his door was burst from its hinges and bed he recovered, to order a new auto
“ In your advertisement,” said the
Dealers in
for the selectmen with the dimensions a dozen men burst into the room. They mobile—one that could turn somer building of Chester Greenwood’ s below
man with the suave manner as he en
14x14}^. On the back side towards the
saults without converting itself into a the large block built by him a short
found him standing with a revolver in
tered the office of the ice company,
river will be a hose and engine house,
scrap heap.
and underneath will contain the jail, each hand and the light of battle iu his I Colonel John Jacob Astor had three time ago. This new one now under “ you say that there are no microbes on
eyes.
construction will be 35x70 feet one the ice that you furnish to your cus
9x9.
■ young and frisky automobiles in the
Kingfield
.
Maine.
tomers.”
“ You may hang me,” he said In a low,
Mrs. Anna B. Austin of Farmington
stables o f Ferncliffe, his riverside story high and made fi'om fireproof
“ Yes, sir,” replied the treasurer as he
attended the Austin-Larrabee wedding tense voice, “ but 12 of you w ill go into home at Rhlnebeck. The other day brick. This buiiding will be used for
tire other yrorld before me.”
last week.
the manufacture of the Greenwood fa placed a blotter in front of his diamond
he
took
his
little
son
Vincent
out
for
S. C. S T A N L E Y ,
“ W ho said anything about hanging?”
mous ear protectors.
Last year Mr. stud so that the caller would not have
Mrs. Lena Winter and children, who
a spin in one of them, which Is de
D EALER IN
Greenwood manufactured over 50,000 to blink, “ and we stand by our asser
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. William inquired a voice.
scribed as a gasoline phaeton. Tw o ear protectors, this year he expects the
tion.”
“ But you have come for that. Tw elve
Quirnby of Phillips, returned home Sat
Confectionery, Toba c co
miles from home Colonel Astor essayed number to go to over 60,000. The new
urday.
years ago In this town I killed four
“ I stand by it, too,” said the man
! to turn for the return trip. The high- building will not he finished this fall,
and Cigars, Stationery,
with the suave manner, “ and I have
Miss Carrie Boston has been visiting j men. You have recognized me and
1
way
was
narrow
and
the
mobe
Im
but
Mr.
Greenwood
expects
to
have
it
T a b l e t s , and N ov el s.
a few days at her home in Phillips.
called to say that as I have no fear of
have come for revenge.”
patient It lashed the air with its rear ready to occupy in the early spring.
microbes, believing they are harmless,
“ Not much, stranger. W e don’t know
Rev. and Mrs. Ward and son were in
KINGFIELD,
1 1 AIN E .
' wheels, and Vincent Astor shot out on
Last Saturday evening at about 6 I wish you would direct your delivery
Farmington Friday.
anything about the four men and don’t
to the sward by the roadside.
o’ clock W ill C. Bursley of this village,
Irving Pottle drove Golddust, Jr., at want to. You live In Missouri, don’t I W hile Colonel Astor tried in vain to attempted to commit suicide by taking man to leave at my residence In the fu
the Madison fair.
ture Ice o f such dimensions that two or
you?”
I soothe it the machine leaped In the air, a dose of paris green. He had just re
three microbes if they felt so inclined
“
I
do.”
A
good
representation
from
Kingfield
turned
from
Millinocket
on
the
after
KINGFIELD,
MAINE.
turned a somersault and came down
attended the Sunday School convention | “ Well, what we wanted to ask was
noon train and was nearing his home, could occupy It without crowding each
against a stone wall, badly damaging
$0.40 at Farmington last week.
Gent’s fall and winter underwear,
when he attempted to take his life. other.” —H arper’s Bazar.
whether
three
o
f
a
kind
beat
a
straight
1.25
Hats,
Itself.
Drs. Nichols and Howard were sum
$4 00 to 7.50
Overcoats,
The contested will case of Baker vs. [ in your state.”
Colonel
Astor’s
hands
were
severely
1
4 50 to 7 00
Men’s Ulsters,
moned and after working over him for
A s R ic h a s Crcesns.
4 00 to 11 00 Cushman that came before the Supreme I “They do not.”
Men’s Black Worsted Suits,
cut H e walked home with his son, nearly an hour, revived him so that at
.19 to 0 40 court this term vyas decided iu favor of
Isn’t It about time we dropped that
Neckties,
“ Then that’s all. and you can go back
had them bandaged, and finished the this writing he is quite comfortable.
.40 to 0.56 Cushman.
Men's Frocks and Overalls,
fam iliar saw. “ As rich as Croesus?”
to your snooze. Sorry to have disturb
1.10 to 1.65
Men’s Duck Coats,
Sunday evening, E. R. Smith of the The king o f Lj*dia is the richest man
A party consisting of Dan Cushman, ed you, but we had a dispute and
1.75 to 2.25
Men’s Mackinaw Coats,
Old
South
Congregational
church,
cele
1.50 to 4.00 Flave Vose, Archie McMullin, Ed Tay
Boy’s Suits,
mentioned in history, but his entire
wanted to settle it.” —N ew York Sun.
.50 to 1.F0
Boy’s Pants,
brated the fifth anniversary of his resi
landed estate amounted to only $8,333,4 00 to 6.00 lor, Chas. French and W ill Cro.ison
Boy’s Ulsters,
dence
at
this
parish.
In
spite
of
the
.40 to 1 25 spent Sunday at the Riverside cottage.
Men’s Work and Dress Gloves
M a n ’s P o o l A g e .
330. This Is only a little more than
rainy
weather,
a
good
attendance
was
2
00
to
5.00
Macintoshes,
George R. Dana of Lowell, Mass., is
A medical man has discovered thst
out, and listened to a most hopeful ser one-quarter of Mr. John D. Rocke
On and after Nov. 1,1900,1 shall go out of
Mr. Andrew
the gent’s furnishing goods, having sold to spending a few days at Kingfield. He neither In youth nor old age is a man
mon, in which Mr. Smith reviewed the feller’s annual income.
is
a
very
enthusiastic
huuter
and
ex
Maines & Bonnallie. Up to Nov 1, I offer
Carnegie’s income is more than two
likely to make the biggest fool o f him
past five years.
these goods at the above low prices.
pects to get a deer before returning
self. Extreme youth usually Is con
A series of lectures are being planned and half times as much. Rockefeller
home. ‘
sidered not to have arrived at the dig
by the members of the High school. made his vast fortune in oil, Mr. Car
Fred Mower, the Auburn tailor, is
The first on the hill is a lecture Friday negie made his in iron and steel,
nity of years of discretion, yet a home
soliciting work in Kingfield this week.
evening in the High school hall, to be Croesus his in gold mining. Tw o thou
ly proverb would have us believe that
Rev. and Mis. Alvord, who have been
delivered by Dr. J. C. Rounds, the sub sand years hence It Is possible that the
Bicycles can be repaired and
in New York, returned home last week, j “ there Is no fool like an old fool.” This
ject being “ Joan of A rc.”
new saw w ill be, “ As rich as Rocke
medical
observer
has
broached
the
the
Mr
Alvord
occupied
his
pulpit
last
Sun-!
machinist work of all kinds
The large crew of men, with R. A. feller.” —N ew York Press.
ory that there is an “ aberration period
day, the first time for a month.
done at
Rounds
as
superintendent,
which
have
Sewell Potter and his friend, Charles o f middle life,” between the ages o f 57
been at work some time filling in the
W . S. Dolbier’s Kingfield. Sumner, of Lowell, Mass., are here for a and 62. “ I f , ” he bays, “ a careful ex
trestle work from the east end of the
amination be made o f the preventible \
few days’ hunting.
iron bridge, which spans the Sandy M i l l i n e r y D e s i g n i n g S c h o o l
A millinery School will be established in
River at West Farmington to the Y at
Deputy Sheriff Small brought home a disasters o f the last 20 years and of
the ages of those who were held re
the Farmington end of the trestle, are Farmington, Mai^e, October 22 Young ladies
deer from Eustis last week.
wishing to attend should apply at once as
making good progress. The distance is only a limited number can be accepted for
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. French and Mr. sponsible by the verdict of mankind
about 1000 feet and the trestle is from the present term The entire course, includ
and Mrs. W ill Crosson, who have been ; for such lamentable Issues, there w ill
12 to 14 feet high the whole distance. ing winter and summer season complete, is
staying at the Riverside cottage for a be found a strange coincidence In the
five weeks. For further inlormation apply to
To fill in what is marked by the survey
Miss A G b a y ,
week, returned home Saturday.
range o f their ages.”
147 Essex St., Bangor, Me.
ors will necessitate the removal of about
Here Is an Interesting and practically
Among those that attended the Madi
28,000 cubic yards of earth.
There are
son lair were: H. C. Gilbert, J. G. Butts, Inexhaustible field for Investigation, j
between thirty and forty men at work,
Mrs. Angie Jacobs, S. J. Wyman, I. W. Politicians who are “ agin the govern
LOUIS VOTER,
and with the assistance of a steam
J a m e s B. S t e v e n s o n ,
Pottle and wife.
ment” may trace the blunders o f an
shovel, the work is progressing finely.
FAR M IN GTO N , M AINE,
Harry Small, an em ploje of the Port administration to the sinister influence
Counselor and
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LA W .
land Railway Co., is visiting his parents, o f some boss who was passing through
Agent for Equitable Life Insurance Co. All
and Mrs. W. H. Small, for a few the fatal period at the time, and “ re
business promptly and carefully attended to
Attorney at Law. Mr.
Reward.
weeks.
grettable Incidents" of all kinds, In
We, the undersigned druggists, offer
Almon Brackley and Harley Cross war or peace, may be traced to their
Office in Larrabee Block, Kingfield.
have contracted to build a house for j
a reward of 50 cents to any person who
true origin.
In time no doubt we
I shall be in Kingfield Tuesday Station Agent Glines at Bigelow.
purchases of us, two 25 cent boxes of
shall appreciate the necessity o f re
J. E. Voter, traveling agent for E.
T w o billiard tables, three pool
Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters Tablets, if it
night and Wednesday, the rest of Swasey & Co. of Portland, spent Sunday quiring all public men, on entering the |
tables and one hay press in good
fatal
period,
to
take
a
five
years’
holij
fails
to
cure
constipation,
biliousness,
A B U C K IN G AUTOM OBILE.
the time at my office in the
with his family at Kingfield.
A . R. H A Y E S ,
day and to resume work only when Interrupted outing in his electric mobe, 8ick-headache, jaundice, loss of appe order.
Work is being suspended on the new
A d m ’r. o f Dingley Bros. Est.,
they
have
passed
the
age
o
f
aberration.
which
has
proved
so
far
a
little
more
tite,
sour
stomach,
dyspepsia,
liver
com
Greenwood Block,
Huse Bobbin mill on account of the
Gardiner, M aine.
—N ew York Press.
delay in getting lumber.
docile.
plaint, or any of the diseases for which
Farmington,
flame.
William Rockefeller has found much it is recommended. Price 25 cents for
Many pleasant evenings are enjoyed
by the Kingfield Democratic club in
diversion in an automobile of unruly
either tablets or liquid.
We will also
their rooms in the new Larrabee block.
spirit which he drives between TarryPhillips Marble W orks,
refund the money on one package of
The following list of officers were
town and Greenwich
Conn.
Early
either
if
it
fails
to
give
satisfaction:
W.
chosen at their last election meeting:
this year it frightened Robert Minor’s
Box 308, Phillips, Me.,
W. B. HOYT Prop.
President, Sumner I. Wyman; vice-pres
horse, and the runaway resulted In A. D. Cragin, Phillips; Lester M. Mitch
idents, R. C. Butts and E. S. Larrabee;
severe Injuries to Mr. Minor’s mother ell, Kingfield; E. H. Whitney, Rangeley.
secretary, Lendal Carville; treasurer,
and sister. Later it caused the wreck
Our Fall Stock o f Sporting W. D. French. The executive commit
o f a grocer’s wagon.
Goods is more complete than tee consists of Henry McKinney, Harry
But the real temper o f the Rocke
¡Salem.
Batchellor and Earl S. Larrabee.
ever before, and prices are very
feller mobe was not shown until a
Dr. Z. V. Carville of Fall River, Mass.,
R. H. Cunningham was in FarmingIf you have neuralgia, Scott’s few days ago, when its master, who ton this week.
reasonable. W e have great bar is in town for a few days.
Mr. Geo. Webster of Farmington, was
O. C. Dolbier of the firm of Jenkins Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil was accompanied by his w ife and a
gains in single and double bar
woman friend, tried to bring it to a in town Friday.
Bogert Co. has been in New York for
rel shotguns bought at special the past week.
will feed the nerve that is cry- standstill at his son’s residence, Deer
Messrs. Frank and Ed Lovejoy got a
sale price. A ll kinds of rifles.
Park.
:uce deer Thursday night.
Chas. Green and wife of Skowhegan mo; for food— it is hungry—
It is supposed that Mr. Rockefeller
Mrs. Fanny Bowden of Lynn, Mass.,
A full supply of Winchester and were in town over Sunday.
her father, Mr.
There is some ta.k of having an oat and set your whole body going Inadvertently reversed the machine, has been visiting
U . M . C. goods. W e have a
for it shot backward 50 feet and tried Downes Harris.
race the last of the month.
again,
in
away
to
satisfy
nerve
good line o f Canvas Goods con
to batter down a stone wall. Nobody
Drs. Palmer and Currier performed
Chas. Thurston of Danville is here for
and brain from your usual food. was hurt much. The auto was re an operation for appendicitis on the
sisting of Hunting Coats, Vests, a few weeks’ hunting.
little son of Geo. True, Wednesday.
moved In a truck.
Warren Larrabee of Phillips and P. P.
Legging, etc.
That is cure.
Tablets, Headstones, Vases, Iron Fences
August Belmont bought a bucking
Messrs. Fred Heath and Chas. Blais- Monuments,
Knapp of Madrid were in town on busi
everything pertaining to ce me
If you are nervous and irri automobile, but he wisely tried it on dell of Lowell, and Fred Merrill of Som tery
ness Saturday.
work. 1 furnish small headstones as
low
as
$4.00
and
from that price up as high
erville,
Mass.,
arrived
Saturday
night
Mr. and Mrs. Hutchins are visiting table, you may only need more his grooms before tackling it himself.
as anything one could wish for.
They escaped with a scalding and for a couple weeks’ sporting.
Mrs. R. C. Huse in Rhode Island.
Orders in person, by telephone or mail
fat to cushion vour nerves— gome broken ribs and bruises. This
Mr. Elias Reed has moved from Eus promptly attended to.
Annie Davidson, who has been a wait
W. B. HOYT, Phillips, Me.
tis onto his farm here.
R o sco e.
ress at the Kingfield House, has finished you are probably thin— and happened at Hempstead.
Oliver
H.
P.
Belmont’s
automobile
her engagement there.
Scott’s Emulsion of Cod Liver
assaulted a truck and tried to destroy
Ed Thompson is clerking in the Phil
Oil will give you the fat, to be It, wrecking itself in the attempt. The
I am am now better prepared than lips meat market.
persons immediately concerned were
Chas. Phillips of Stratton was in town gin with. .
ever to do all kinds of repair w ork
Cure, so far as it goes. more frightened than hurt
in my line, and shoeing having now Saturday.
George French and w ife of Kingfield
in my employ a competent assistant. spent last week at the Deer farm, the Full cure is getting the fat,
L e a r n e d One T h i n s 1
.
Bishop Walsham How, the hymn
you need from usual food, and
Patronage solicited. Please call and guests of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Whitcher.
Mrs. J. P. jMitcliell is visiting her sis Scott’s Emulsion will help you writer, once induced a man to attend
inspect work.
church. Asked afterward how he liked
ter, Mrs. Olive Sumner at Leeds Centre.
It, the parishioner replied: “ I learned
Calvin French is clerking fo r F. B to that.
I f y o u h a v e not tried it, send fo r fr e e sam p le,
T. R. WINO,
one thing. I learned that Sodom and
French during his absence.
its a g r e e a b le ta ste w ill su rp rise yo u .
Gomorrah were places.
I always
SCO TT & B O W XE,
C h em ists,
No prettier wedding was ever attend
N e w Y o rk
Phillips,
- ■ • Maine. ed in Kingfield than that of Wednes 409-415 P e a rl S tre e t
thought they were husband and w ife.”

Special Sale For One W eek.

- BANOS & B ELL.

WILFRED

MCLEARY,

Benson & Phillips,

Fresh Keats, Canned Goods, Pickled
Fish &c.

S. J. W Y M A N .

BROKEN DOWN

New Law Office
In Kingfield.

For Sale.

Sporting Goods.

Nerve

rO O u

Phillips H ardw are Co.

IROU and WOOD WORK SHOP.

d

101
Powder

KACE
Cake o f W iliam s**W hite G lycerine*
J o lie t Soap in E ve ry Package*

50c. an d >i.oo: a ll d ru g g is ts .

PHILLIPS

B
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12,

1900
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T A L K OF NOKTH F R A N K L IN .

Among ik e Churches.

Rev. Mr. Ranger preached last Sun
day morning at the vestry taking for
— Autumn leaves are falling.
— Mrs. Millie Skolfield was in Range- his text Job xxii, 21, “ Acquaint now
thyself with him, and be at peace.”
ley over Sunday.
The book of Job is one of those
— Mrs. C. U. Plaisted and Miss Birdena spent Sunday at Rangelev.
courses of study set for man which is
—Mr. Ed Goodwin of Bath, Me., has full of great and profound lessons. The
been visiting friends in Phillips.
narrative is, in a measure, familiar to
— Mr. A. L. Matthews has leased
us all. We recall the story of the man,
Phillips Hotel and will open it Novem
prospered in fortune and in family, who
ber 1st.
— Mr. W. R. Booker has returned lived righteously before God. Satan
home from Rumford Falls, where he then is represented as saying that if
has been working.
adversity should come to him Job
—Mr. W. V . Larrabee, with Mr. A l would no longer continue in his up
bert Perry of Kingfield, is in Dead River
rightness and faith, but instead would
this week on business.
curse God. Satan was given liberty to
—Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Lufkin have send afflictions, and though poverty
returned from Redington and are at and bereavement befell Job and also
their farm in West Phillips.
physical misery, yet was the word of
— Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Wheeler of Satén not fulfilled.
Farmington, were in town this weak,
Am id his sorrows, he was visited by
calling on relatives and friends.
friends who purposed to condole with
— Mr. and Mrs. Oman Wilbur drove to and advise him. Afterward God himself
Livermore and Lewiston recently to spoke to Job and there is made plain
one of the great lessons of the book,
visit relatives for a few days.
— Miss Winifred Hinkley, who has that human prosperity is not in exact
been attending the Phillips Grammar proportion to one’s righteousne s, nor
school, has returned to her home at is calamity measured by one’s wicked
ness. God’s methods of development
Rangeley.
—Engineer F. B. Davenport of the and discipline of the human soul are
Sandy River R. R., is taking a vacation. beyond our understanding.
The speech of Job’ s friends held some
Mr. C. U. Plaisted is doing his work on
good counsel, and among them was this,
the railroad.
“ Acquaint now thyself with him,” with
—Mr. Eben Harnden, who has been ■ God. If we understood better some of
employed by T. L. Page at the Moosethe attributes of God his ways would
lookmeguntic House, lias finished work
often seem less mysterious. Acquaint
and returned to Phillips.
thyself with his majesty. The thought
— Mr. W. F. Matthews, who has been of majesty is associated with royalty,
employed as brakeman on the P. & R. with kingship and with all rulers; but
R. R., left Wednesday to take a position in an
incomparable degree does it
on the Maine Central R. R.
belong to God, the Ruler of the universe,
—Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Fuller of the King of kings. Let us so acquaint
Temple, are visiting
Mr. Fuller’s ourselves with his majesty, that we
mother, Mrs. Abigail Fuller, who will shall have reverence for God and his
accompany them on their return.
will.
— Messrs. Don Harden and Carl CragAcquaint thyself with the laws of
in, who have been employed at Went God. learn them as laws of truth; as
worth Hall, Jackson, N. H., during the having their foundation in eternal, un
alterable truth; and as having for thensummer, returned home Tuesday.
—Mr. C. E. Gould of Mt. Auburn, author him who has knowledge of all
acquaint thyself
Mass., who is motorman in Boston, has truth. And again,
been visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. with the friendship of God. Learn how
Emery Gould, for the past three weeks. it reaches out to every human soul,
surpassing all other friendships in the
— Miss Irene Taylor, station agent at
wealth of its desires and sacrifices for
Redington, is at Bangor this week. Mr.
Clem Skolfield, agent at Dead River the beloved.
God grant that we may so know him
station, is at Redington and Mr. Robert
Dill of Phillips substitutes at Dead that there shall come no doubt of his
eternal friendship.
River.
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—Mr.
Cyrus
Bangs of Phillips,
When you cannot sleep for coughing,
brought into the office the first of, the
necessary that anyone
week a branch of an apple tree in his it is hardly
orchard, from which hung six large !I should tell you that you need a few
apples, the largest one measuring 12^ doses of Chamberlain’ s Cough Remedy
inches in circumference. The fruit is to allay the irritation of the throat, and
Try
of the Alexander family and makes a make sleep possible. It is good.
it. For sale by W. A. D. Cragin, Phil
fine showing.
lips; E. H. Whitney, Rangeley; Dyer’s
Drug store,
Strong, and Lester L.
Mitchell, Kingfield.
New Vineyard.
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Frank McLain and wife were in Port
land and Lewiston the past week.
Lew Parker and family have moved to
Farmington.
Dr. E. P. Turner and wife have re
turned to New York.
Mrs. Betsey Voter is stopping in town
a short time.
I. F. Voter had a husking Saturday.
A shooting match was held here Sat
urday, Edgar Kennedy and Millard Ray
mond captains. Edgar Kennedy’s side
got the most game, so won the supper.
Walter McLain and Fossie Everett re
turned Saturday from a hunting trip up
country.
They saw some deer, but
didn’t get any.
Mrs. E. E. McLain and Mrs. W ill
Gould were in Portland the past week.
Four sportsmen from Marblehead,
Mass., have been stopping at A. J. Bry
ant’ s for a few days.
B. W . Pratt and wife were in Madison
Thursdaj.
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A ll except
bad ones!
T h ere are hun 
dreds of cough medi
cines which relieve
coughs, all coughs,

except bad ones!
The medicine which
has been curing the
worst of bad coughs
for 6o years is A yer's
C herry Pectoral.
Here is evidence:
“ My wife was troubled with a
deep-seated cough on her lungs fo r
three years. One day I thought
of how Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
saved the life of my sister after
the doctors had all given her up to
die. So I purchased two bottles,
and it cured my wife completely.
It took only one bottle to cure my
6ister. So you 9ee that three bot
tles (one dollar each) saved two
lives. W e all send you our heart
felt thanks for what you have done
for us.”— J. H. B u r g e , Macon,C oL,

Jan. 13, 1899.

Madrid.

Now, for the first time you
can get a trial bottle of Cherry
Pectoral for 25 cents.
your druggist.

Weld.
C. S. Foster has recently sold his
place on the Wilton road to the Mer
chant boys, who will take possession
next May.
Mr. W. H. Hildreth and son have sold
all their real estate, buildings, mill and
water privileges to C. F. Blanchard of
Wilton.
We understand that Mr.
Blanchard will continue to saw out long
and short lumber as has been done in
the past by Mr. Hildreth.
Mr. Arthur Leete of Providence. R.
I., shot a bear weighing about 100
pounds last Monday, while a little way
above Madiid village.
Miss Mae Jones has gone to South
Framingham, where she is to enter a
training school for nurses.
Miss Madge Houghton has gone to
Concord, Mass., where she is to attend
school this year. Her mother, Mrs. J.
S. Houghton, accompanied her as far as
|Boston, where she will purchase her fall
stock of millinery goods.
Mr. Charles Horne has bought the
land formerly owned by Frank Phillips,
situated near the shore of the lake.
Several cottages are being filled with
guests this month.
It looks just now as though the far
mers must be getting quite a hustle on.
Another cream route has been proposed
by the same company as now to have
another collector to pass around the
Mastermau district, also down the west
shore of the lake.
Scamman Bros, are expecting some
cottagers to arrive about Nov. 1st. This
is something out of the ordinary, as
Weld is called a summer resort.
But
we are glad to see them come just the
same.
A baseball game was played here on
the home grounds Oct. 6th, between the
Weld High school team and the Wilton
academy’s nine, which resulted in a
victory for the former, the score being
17 to 7.
The baseball element of Weld has
been very well satisfied with the play
ing of its home team this season.
Out
of eleven games played this season, nine
were won by the Weld team. A series
of five games were played with Rumford Falls. Two were lost out of the
five by the Weld team.
These were
both lost when the Weld team visited
Rumford Falls and were caused by the
team going off with an insufficient num
ber of the regular team. The team was
under the management of Mr. H. W.
Coburn, and R. O. Dolley was chosen
captain. One serious drawback to the
team seemed to be in the fact that no
games could be arranged for a part of
the season. The following is the team
as has been played this season: R.
Witham, catcher; H. Witham, pitcher;
W. Witham, 1st b; F. Robertson, 2nd b;
H. Coburn, 3rd b; R. Dolley, s s; H.
Swett, 1 f; I. Swett, c f; H. A. Coburn,
r f; Welch, substitute; A. O. Phillips,
scorer. These men have been shifted
in their positions to a certain extent,
but as laid down in the above are the
positions as played for the greater part
of the time. The outlook is very prom
ising for a strong team next season.
Most of the men will be here in town
and there is surely plenty of material to
have a crack team.

A sk

A school formerly taught by Miss
Zernie Stinchfield is now taught by
Mrs. Bonney Webber.
J. C. Wells is working in Rangeley on
the building of Frazar & Critchley, the
taxidermists.
Mrs. Sylvina Wells, while trying to
extricate a creature whose head was
between two doors, fell and dislocated
her shoulder.
Dr. Currier attended
her.

SUPREM E COURT.

HELP FOR W OMEN
WHO A H E A L W A Y S

T IR E D .

“ I do not feel very w ell, I am so
tired all the time. I do not know what
is the matter w ith me.”
You hear these words every day; as
often as you meet your friends just so
often are these words repeated. More
than lik ely you speak the same signifi
cant words yourself, and no doubt you
do feel far from w ell most of the time.
Mrs. Ella Rice, of Chelsea, Wis.,
whose portrait we publish, w rites that
she suffered for two years w ith bear
ing-down pains, headache, backache,
and had all kinds of miserable feelings,
all of which was caused by fa llin g and
inflammation of the womb, and after
doctoring w ith physicians and numer
ous medicines she was entirely cured by

Large Amount o f Business Done
the la s t Few Days o f Court.
[Special Correspondence to the P h onograph .],
F

a r m in g t o n

,

M e ., Oct. 9, 1900.

The last few days of the Supreme
court were lively, and a large amount of
business has been done, nearly all of the
old cases have been cleared off the
docket.
The case of Harry D. Treadwell and
Frank R. Treadwell and Clarence S.
Clark vs. Yarnum B. Mead, Philip H.
Stubbs and A. and O. P. Mead & Co.,
Trs., was for the recovery of $1600, the
amount of a note given to the plaintiffs
in the fall of 1894. Maj. S. Clifford Bel
cher appeared for the plaintiffs and Les
lie C. Cornish of Augusta for the Meads,
and Philip H. Stubbs prosecuted.
The
case presented that Mead in 1894, then
acting as the treasurer of the Franklin
& Megantic railroad, obtained a loan of
$1600 of the Treadwell Co., and as col
lateral security gave a note, promising
to pay the amount of the loan as soon as
the Maine Central railroad should pay
their subscription, which was $9500.
Mr. Belcher’s claim was that Mead had
no authority to negotiate suck a loan
for the company, and in failure of pay
ment by the company, the suite was
Mas. E l la R ice
brought against the defendants.
After
the court heard some of the evidence he
L yd ia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
decided that it was a point of law which
pound.
I f you are troubled w ith pains, was being contested rather than facts
fain tin g spells, depression of spirits, and took the case from the jury and re
reluctance to go anywhere, headache, ported in favor of the defendants.
backache, and always tired, please re
A ll day Wednesday was occupied in
member that there is an absolute
remedy which w ill relieve you of your receiving the testimony in the FentiEarly Wednesday
suffering as it did Mrs. Rice. Proof man-Richards case.
is monumental that Lydia E. Pink- morning people from Freeman and that
ham’s Vegetable Compound is the vicinity, where the complainant and re
greatest medicine for suffering women. spondent live, began to enter the court
No other medicine has made the cures house and long before court come in, the
that it has, and no other woman has seating capacity of the room was filled.
helped so many women by direct advice For the respondent there were sixteen
as has Mrs. Pinkham ; her experience witnesses sworn in, among whom were
is greater than that of any livin g per Dr. Howard and Dr. Nichols, who gave
A ll
son. I f you are sick, w rite and get some excellent, expei't testimony.
her advice ; her address is Lynn, Mass. the testimony was in on the second day
at 5 o’ clock and the attorneys were
ready to make their pleas, but other
minor matters were heard and the case
OLD SCENES R E V IE W E D .
held over until Thursday morning at
9.30 o’ clock.
The first thing Thursday morning
Members ot Toothaker Family
after opening the court, E. E. Richards
attorney for the respondent, addressed
Visit Childhood’s Home.
the court and jury. Mr. Richaids for
“ I came to the place of my birth and an hour, discussed ably on the issue of
said, ‘ Fiiends of my youth where are the case, and at the end of that time
they?’ and echo answered, ‘Where -are Philip H. Stubb, counsel for the com
plainant addressed the court and jury.
they?’ ”
A t 11.30 Judge Whitehouse began his
The late Nathaniel Toothaker and charge to the jury and at 12.30 they
wife were the first couple married in were sent out and ordered to return a
Rangeley. They went back from the sealed verdict at 2 o’clock. A t
the
lake onto what is now known as Chick opening of the court at 2 o’ clock the
hill, there they cleared land and made jury came and returned a verdict for
for themselves a home in the wilderness. the respondent.
Soon neighbors settled around them
The next case in order was that of
until there were seven families in that !
Julia Octavia Jewell vs. George H.
immediate neighborhood, and in time
Walker which was a suit of trespass.
the children of these seven families
The plaintiff, Miss Jewell, a maiden
numbered nearly or quite three score, :
lady, complained because the defend
with a school district all our own. Here
ant hung three brand sacks, a piece of
parents and children worked hard, en
carpeting and a pair of old pants on the
dured many privations with but very
line fence and also allowed a small pet
few advantages, yet they were for the
dog to trespass across her lot. The
most part robust, healthy and energetic,
clothes that were said to have hung on
showing that work has a tendency to
the fence, constituted the principal part
develop muscle and brain.
of the case, and the point in question
On the 19th day of September, 1900,
was, did they or did they not trespass
just 51 years after we left the old farm on the land owned by Miss Jewell.
on the hill, four of us viz: Luther H.,
She firmly believes that they did and
James F. and Daniel H. Toothaker, with
she told the court so in a very emphat
our sister, Mary (Mrs. Oman Wilbur),
ic manner. James Stevenson, Esq., was
in company with a few others, visited
the attorney for Miss Jewell, while E.
the home of our childhood and spent a
O. Greenleaf looked after the interests
part of the day among the old familiar
of Mr. Walker. But only one question
rocks and nooks which time had not
was necessary and the whole story of
effaced from memory; and though so “ those old things displayed on the
many things seemed to have withstood
fence” came out, for talk Miss Jewell
the half century with but little change,
j would and her counsel could hot stop
not a building is left standing on either
her. During the cross examination Mr.
of the seven farms referred to. Some of Greenleaf had even a harder time than
it is forest and some pasture, and as we
her counsel to get an answer to his
sat there noting the change time had
iuterrogatives, but she would persist in
wrought our conversation turned on
recalling the “ old pants, carpeting ana
those who were our associates in the
brand sacks.” By this time things
long ago, but alas the majority have
began to assume a very humerous con
passed to the “ other side.”
dition. The court room was in an
And as they come up before us one by
uproar and the sheriffs gavel was never
one we find none among them who have
idle in rapping for order. A fter the
ever been obliged to look through grated
examination of three other witnesses,
windows, who have filled a drunkard’s
the case was given to the jury, who
grave or found a home in the poorhouse,
returned a verdict for the defendant.
and we say truly, “ as the twig is bent
A t 5 o’ clock the jurors were dis
the tree is inclined,” for many of the
missed for the term. The remainder
number have made a good mark in the
of the time was given to hearing divorse
world.
And to prove we were not
The following divorce cases
dwarfed in our pioneer home the four cases.
were granted Thursday and Friday:
of the Toothaker family, whose names
Chas E Berry vs1 Sarah E Berry, B
are given above, find their combined
Emery Pratt for libellant, plea deser
weight to be 920 pounds.
J. F. T.
tion; Isaac T Smith vs Rose A Smith;
Abbie C Clark vs Henry A Clark; B M
Murray vs Mary Ann Murray; Ethel F
Ames vs Tim othy H Ames, Richard for
Arrested For Forgery.
The Portland Press reports that City libellant, plea, abusive and cruel treat
the custody of the children
Marshal Sylvester returned from Cam ment,
mother; Ellen M
bridge last evening on the 8 o’ clock was given to the
train having under arrest William W. H. Pusham vs Peter S Pusham, plea, cruel
Fultz, a youth of 23 years, who is and abusive treatment; Daniel Locke
wanted here on a charge of forgery. vs Eliza M Locke, Richards for libellant,
treatment.
Fultz was discharged yesterday morn plea, cruel and abusive
ing from the Cambridge reformatory, Della Vining vs Leslie Vining, plea,
where he had served a sentence of 30 cruel and abusive treatment, custody
days for the larceny of a bicycle in South of children given to the mother.
Acton, Mass. He is said to have forged
Court Notes.
the name of Fred V. Mattwes to a check
Austine
Simmons
of the Somerset
for $12 and to have uttered other forged
paper. The young man will probably bar was in the court room Thursday.
Elmer Keniston and Alfred Mathew
be arraigned in the municipal court on
brought up two boxes of cigars to the
this charge on Wednesday.
He is the son of Rev. W. H. H. Fultz, court room the next day after their
admission to the bar.
former partor of the F. B. church.
A paper was in circulation for signers
asking for the appointment of S. Clif
ford Belcher of Farmington as judge, to
Freeman Centre.
fill the vacancy caused by the death of
Mr. E. G. Whitney is quite ill at this Judge Haskell.
writing. Dr. Simmons of Kingfield was
Louis O. Rientord was in the court
called in consultation with Dr. Bell of room Monday.
Strong.
Attorney Hersey of the law firm of
Mrs. E. Lizzie Hartwell and son, Foster & Hersey of Portland, was in
Clyde, of St. Albans, visited her sister, court Monday forenoon.
Mrs. E. G. Whitney and family last
week.
C. H. Eustis of Strong, was in town
Franklin County Real Estate.
over Sunday.
The following are the latest real es
The farmers who planted sweet corn
this season are generally well pleased tate transfers as recorded in the Frank
with their income of same and are sign lin County Registry of Deeds:
ing to plant again next year.
Farmington—Heirs of Samuel P Pari ridge,
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Sedgeley of Wake deceased,
to Lucinda Partridge, Interest in
field, Mass., are visiting his parents, real estate, $1 and val con, (q u it)
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sedgeley.
Phillips—Mark H Kenniston to Fred J KenMrs. Frank W. Briggs, who has been niston, premises, $1 and val con, (war.)
Rangeley—Silas Z Adams to Geo W Young,
in poor health for some time, is con
land, $150, (w ar;) Nelson S Hinds to G Dana
fined to her bed at this writing.
Hinkley, land, $50, (w ar;) Abram Ross to
Miss Olive Titcomb of Farmington, is Abel H Proctor of Salem, premises, $1 and
con. (w a r;) Geo W Young to Daniel Hoar, 7
teaching our school.
acres land, $350, (war.)

K

ODOURS
OF ARABY.

V

The Perfumes of Palmer are the
finest made in America, and we
carry a full stock oi the Hankerchief extracts as well as the Ele
gant Toilet Waters, Garland oi
Roses, Garland of Violets, Violet
Water, etc., etc.

Palmer’s Lo-

^ tion for the skin is unexcelled.
Palmer’s Lotion Soap is finely
perfumed and the best skin soap
for all eruptions and roughness,
tan> or freckles.

Makes the skin

clear, fresh and smooth.

W. A. D. CRAGIN,
Corner Store,

No. I B e a l B l o c k ,

M a in Street.

Phillips, M e .

New Merchandise
FOR

THE

Fall Trade.
We have received a large assortment of ladies’ fal
and winter Capes, Jackets, Collarettes, Scarfs, Skirts,
Flannel Waists, Mercerized Silk Waists, Dress Goods,
Woolen Flannels, Outing Flannels and Prints.
These goods have been selected with great care in
regard to style, beauty and quality.
No trouble to show goods.

mG.

B. S E D G E L E Y .

i*r

Free Trip to Portland and Retorn f
if you have house furnishings to buy.

We

not only offer you the largest and best

^
_A

stock of furnishings in Maine for your
choosing, at the smallest margin of profit,

jr

but will deduct your railroad fare from any
pure hase of $100 or more, besides paying
the freight to your station.

If you don’t

need so many goods for yourself, get your
friends to let you do the purchasing for
them.

"r
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦«
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